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C∗-OPERATOR SYSTEMS AND CROSSED PRODUCTS
MASSOUD AMINI, SIEGFRIED ECHTERHOFF, AND HAMED NIKPEY
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a consistent no-
tion of universal and reduced crossed products by actions and coactions
of groups on operator systems and operator spaces. In particular we
shall put emphasis to reveal the full power of the universal properties
of the the universal crossed products. It turns out that to make things
consistent, it seems useful to perform our constructions on some bigger
categories which allow the right framework for studying the universal
properties and which are stable under the construction of crossed prod-
ucts even for non-discrete groups. In the case of operator systems, this
larger category is what we call a C∗-operator system, i.e., a selfadjoint
subspace X of some B(H) which contains a C∗-algebra A such that
AX = X = XA. In the case of operator spaces, the larger category is
given by what we call C∗-operator bimodules. After we introduced the
respective crossed products we show that the classical Imai-Takai and
Katayama duality theorems for crossed products by group (co-)actions
on C∗-algebras extend one-to-one to our notion of crossed products by
C
∗-operator systems and C∗-operator bimodules.
1. Introduction
In the world of C∗-algebras, the construction of crossed-products A⋊αG
for an action of a locally compact group G an a C∗-algebra A is one of
the most fundamental tools in the theory–not only to construct interesting
examples of C∗-algebras, but also in the application of C∗-algebra theory
in Harmonic Analysis, Non-commutative Geometry, Topology, and other
areas of mathematics. Having this in mind it is very surprising that a
serious study of a similar construction did not appear in the world of non-
selfadoint operator algebras, operator systems, or operator spaces until the
recent works of Katsoulis and Ramsay [20] in the setting of operator algebras
and the even more recent work [16] of Harris and Kim in which they give a
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construction of crossed products of operator systems by actions of discrete
groups, following some of the ideas developed in [20] for the construction.
But we should also mention the earlier preprint [25] by Chi-Keung Ng, where
he introduces reduced (i.e., spatially defined) crossed products for coactions
of quantum groups on operator spaces.
Just a few days before the first version of [20] appeared on the arXiv,
the authors of this paper posted a preprint describing a crossed product
construction for group actions on operator spaces (see [1]). Although this
paper contained many ideas which were quite similar to ideas used in [20],
the proof of a central theorem ([1, Theorem 4.3]) turned out to be wrong,
and since we didn’t see a way for a quick repair, we decided to withdraw the
paper from the arXiv. We are very grateful to Elias Katsoulis for having
pointed out this error to us! The problem was that in [1] we defined the
full and reduced crossed products V ⋊uα G and V ⋊
r
α G as the completions
of Cc(G,V ) inside the full and reduced crossed products by a canonical
action of G on the enveloping C∗-algebra C∗e (X(V )), where X(V ) denotes
the Paulsen system of V . Indeed, there is no problem with this in case of
the reduced crossed products, but the universal crossed product V ⋊uα G
should enjoy a universal property for suitable covariant representations of
the system (V,G, α) (which was the content of the unfortunate [1, Theorem
4.3]). However, [16, Theorem 5.6] indicates that this cannot be true in
general. The way out is to define the universal crossed product V ⋊uα G as
the closure of Cc(G,V ) inside the universal crossed product C
∗
u(X(V ))⋊α,uG
where C∗u(X(V )) denotes the universal C
∗-hull of X(V ) as introduced by
Kirchberg and Wassermann in [22]. This was the approach of [20] in case of
operator algebras and of [16] in case of operator systems.
If we want to exploit the full power of universal properties for the univer-
sal crossed products, however, we would want to have a one-to-one corre-
spondence between completely bounded covariant maps (ϕ, u) of the system
(V,G, α) and the completely bounded maps Φ of V ⋊uα G via a canonically
defined integrated form ϕ⋊u. But it turns out that in order to obtain such
a correspondence we need to remember more information of the ambient
crossed product C∗u(X(V ))⋊
u
α G. Indeed, taking the completion of
Cc(G,X(V )) =
(
Cc(G) Cc(G,V )
Cc(G,V
∗) Cc(G)
)
⊆ C∗u(X(V ))⋊α,u G
and considering the convolution products between the upper diagonal entries
gives V ⋊uα G the structure of an operator C
∗
u(G)-bimodule, and it is this
structure which one needs to take into account for a good description of the
universal properties.
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Other problems appear if we consider crossed products by operator sys-
tems instead of operator spaces. Since in the above procedure we defined
crossed products by V via a crossed-product construction with the Paulsen
system X(V ), it appears to be useful to consider at first the case of crossed
products by general operator systems X. As mentioned above, such crossed
products have been introduced by Harris and Kim in [16] for discrete groups.
The reason for the restriction to the discrete case was the simple fact that
the analogous construction for non-discrete groups G would result in a non-
unital (but selfadjoint) operator space, hence it does not land in the right
category. The other draw back is similar as the one described above for op-
erator spaces crossed-products: we need to keep more structure than simply
the completion of Cc(G,X) inside C
∗
u(X)⋊uG in order to get the full power
of the universal properties.
Our way out is to extend the category of operator systems to what we
call C∗-operator systems: a concrete C∗-operator system (A,X) is a pair of
subsets A ⊆ X ⊆ B(H) for some Hilbert space H, such that X = X∗, A is a
non-degenerate C∗-subalgebra of B(H), and AX = X = XA. A morphism
from (A,X) to the C∗-operator system (B,Y ) is then a ccp map ϕX : X → Y
such that the restriction ϕA := ϕX |A is a ∗-homomorphisms from A to
B and such that ϕX(ax) = ϕA(a)ϕX(x) and ϕX(xa) = ϕX(x)ϕA(a) for
all a ∈ A and x ∈ X. Of course, if X ⊆ B(H) is a classical operator
system, then (C1,X) is C∗-operator system in this sense, and every ucp map
between operator systems X and Y extends to a morphism in the above
sense from (C1,X) to (C1, Y ). Thus we get an inclusion of the category
of operator systems into the category of C∗-operator systems. After some
preliminaries given in Section 2 we introduce C∗-operator systems in Section
3, where we also introduce a corresponding notion of multiplier C∗-operator
systems which play an analogous role as the multiplier algebra for a C∗-
algebra. In particular, for a C∗-operator system (A,X) the multiplier system
(M(A),M(X)) can be considered as the largest unitization of (A,X) and it
always contains the unitization (A˜, X˜) if (A,X) has not unit (which means
that A has no unit). An important feature of the multiplier system is that
every non-degennerate morphism from (A,X) to (B,Y ) extends uniquely to
a morphism from (MA),M(X)) to (M(B),M(Y )).
In Section 4 we study C∗-hulls of C∗-operator systems, i.e., C∗-algebras
C together with completely isometric representations (jA, jX ) : (A,X)→ C
such that C is generated by the image jX(X) of X. We show that there
always exists a largest (the universal) C∗-hull C∗u(A,X) and a smallest (the
enveloping) C∗-hull C∗e (A,X), using well-known ideas of Kirchberg, Wasser-
mann and Hamana and Ruan. As a first hint that the category of C∗-
operator systems is useful, we give in Section 5 a brief discusion of some
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tensor product constructions with C∗-operator systems. In particular, the
spatial tensor products X ⊗A of an operator X with a C∗-algebra A natu-
rally carries the structure of a C∗-operator system (1X ⊗ A,X ⊗ A) and if
A is not unital, this system is not unital as well!
In Section 6 we define the universal crossed products (A,X) ⋊uα G by a
continuous action α of a locally compact group G on a C∗-operator system
(A,X) as the pair of completion (A⋊uα G,X ⋊
u
α G) of (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,X))
inside the universal crossed product C∗u(A,X)⋊α,uG for the canonical action
of G on the universal C∗-hull C∗u(A,X). Note that the C
∗-part A ⋊uα G is
not always isomorphic to the universal C∗-algebra crossed product A⋊α,uG
(e.g., see part (b) of Remark 6.2). We show that in this setting we get a
very satisfying picture of the universal property: every covariant morphism
(ϕX , u) of the system (A,X,G,α) “integrates” to a morphism ϕX ⋊ u of
(A,X)⋊uαG and every (non-degenerate) morphism of (A,X)⋊
u
αG appears as
such integrated form. In Section 7 we add a brief discussion of the spatially
defined reduced crossed product (A,X) ⋊rα G.
In Section 8 we study coactions of groups on C∗-operator systems and
their crossed products. Since locally compact groups are always co-amenable,
it is not surprising that the full and reduced crossed products coincide in the
sense that the spatially defined crossed product already enjoys the universal
properties for covariant representations. In Section 9 we prove versions of
the Imai-Takai and Katayama duality theorems for actions and coactions of
groups on C∗-operator systems: starting with an action α : G→ Aut(A,X)
there are canonical dual coactions α̂u and α̂r on the universal and reduced
crossed products, respectively, such that we get canonical ̂̂α = α ⊗ Ad ρ
equivariant isomorphisms (where ρ denotes the right regular representation
of G)(
A⋊uα G⋊α̂ Ĝ,X ⋊
u
α G⋊α̂u Ĝ
)
∼=
(
A⊗K(L2(G)),X ⊗K(L2(G))
)
and(
A⋊rα G⋊α̂r Ĝ,X ⋊
r
α G⋊α̂r Ĝ
)
∼=
(
A⊗K(L2(G)),X ⊗K(L2(G))
)
.
The converse direction, when starting with a coaction δ, known as Katayama’s
theorem in case of C∗-algebra crossed products, is a bit more involved, and
the full analogue of the Imai-Takai theorem only works under some addi-
tional assumptions, like when G is amenable or if everything in sight was
defined spatially (i.e., we would consider reduced group algebras and reduced
crossed products only). Note that in [25], Chi-Keung Ng proves duality the-
orems for spatially defined crossed products in the more general case of
(co-)actions by more general quantum groups.
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In Section 10 we come back to group actions on operator spaces V . As
indicated above, also in this case it is useful to find a suitable extension of
the category of operator spaces since the natural candidate for the crossed
product has a canonical structure of a C∗-algebra bimodule via a left and
right action of C∗u(G) on V ⋊
u
αG. So we found that the right category would
be the category of (concrete) C∗-operator bimodules (A,V,B) which consist
of a concrete operator space V ⊆ B(K,H) for some Hilbert spaces H and
K together with C∗-subalgebras A ⊆ B(H) and B ⊆ B(K) such that
AV = V = V B.
Again, we can identify operator spaces V ⊆ B(K,H) with the C∗-operator
bimodule (C1H , V,C1K). In this way the category of C
∗-operator bimod-
ules extends the category of operator spaces. If a C∗-operator bimod-
ule (A,V,B) is given, we get a corresponding Paulsen C∗-operator system(
A⊕B,X(A,V,B)
)
with
X(A,V,B) =
(
A V
V ∗ B
)
and a one-to-one correspondence between morphism of (A,V,B) and mor-
phisms of (A ⊕ B,X(A,V,B)
)
. Thus it is fairly straightforward to apply
the above described crossed-product constructions for C∗-operator systems
to the Paulsen systems
(
A ⊕ B,X(A,V,B)
)
to obtain complete analogues
of the above described results in this setting. In particular we get complete
analogues of the Imai-Takai and Katayama duality theorems.
The authors are grateful to Elias Katsoulis and David Blecher for valuable
discussions and comments concerning this project and in particular to the
content of the preprint [1].
2. Preliminaries
If H is a Hilbert space we denote by B(H) the algebra of bounded oper-
ators on H equipped with the operator norm and the canonical involution.
A concrete operator space is a closed linear subspace X ⊆ B(H) for some
Hilbert space H. If X ⊆ B(H) and Y ⊆ B(K) are two operator spaces, then
for each n ∈ N we have the matrix operator spaces Mn(X) ⊆ B(H
n) and
Mn(Y ) ⊆ B(K
n). If ϕ : X → Y is a linear map define ϕn :Mn(X)→Mn(Y )
by ϕn
(
(xij)1≤i,j≤n
)
= (ϕ(xij))1≤i,j≤n. Then ϕ : X → Y is called completely
bounded (or a cb map), if there exist a constant C ≥ 0 such that
‖ϕn(x)‖op ≤ C‖x‖op
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for all n ∈ N and all x ∈Mn(X). If C can be chosen to be less or equal to one,
we say that ϕ : X → Y is completely contractive and if ‖ϕn(x)‖op = ‖x‖op
for all n ∈ N and x ∈Mn(X), we say that ϕ is completely isometric.
Suppose now that X = X∗ and Y = Y ∗ are symmetric closed subspaces
of B(H) and B(K), respectively, not necessarily containing the units. We
then call a linear map ϕ : X → Y a ccp map (completely contractive and
positive) if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) ϕ : X → Y is completely contractive;
(2) ϕ(x∗) = ϕ(x)∗ for all x ∈ X;
(3) ϕn(x) ≥ 0 for every positive x ∈Mn(X);
where positivity of an element x ∈Mn(X) (resp. y ∈Mn(Y )) means that x
(resp. y) is a positive element in B(Hn) (resp. B(Kn)). If, in addition, ϕ is
completely isometric, we call it an icp map.
Of course it is well known that if X and Y are operator systems (i.e.,
they contain the units 1H and 1K , respectively), then every unital linear
map which satisfies (3) automatically satisfies (1) and (2), hence is a ccp
map. As usual, we then say that ϕ : X → Y is a ucp map.
3. C∗-operator systems and multiplier systems
In this section we introduce a category of possibly non-unital operator
systems which include C∗-algebras and classical operator systems as sub-
categories. This category will play an important roˆle in our construction of
crossed products.
Definition 3.1. A (concrete) C∗-operator system (A,X) on the Hilbert
space H is a pair of norm-closed self-adjoint subspaces A ⊆ X ⊆ B(H) such
that
(1) A is a non-degenerate C∗-subalgebra of B(H), i.e., AH = H.
(2) span{a · x : a ∈ A, x ∈ X} = X (which by an application of Cohen’s
factorisation theorem is equivalent to X = AX = {ax : a ∈ A, x ∈
X}).
A morphism between two C∗-operator systems (A,X) and (B,Y ) on Hilbert
spaces H and K, respectively, consists of a ccp map ψ : X → Y such that
(1) ψ(A) ⊆ B, and
(2) for all a ∈ A and x ∈ X we have ψ(ax) = ψ(a)ψ(x).
A morphism ψ : X → Y is called non-degenerate if ψ(A)Y = Y . We say
that the C∗-operator system (A,X) is unital, if A is unital.
Example 3.2. (1) Clearly every classical operator system X ⊆ B(H)
can be regarded as a unital C∗-operator system with respect to the
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C∗-subalgebra A = C1 ⊆ X. In that case a nonegenerate morphism
from (C1,X) to (C1, Y ) is just a ucp map.
(2) If (A,X) is a unital C∗-operator system on the Hilbert space H,
then the unit of A coincides with the identity operator on H since
A acts non-degenerately on H. Hence X is also a classical operator
system.
(3) Every non-degenerate C∗-subalgebra A ⊆ B(H) gives rise to the
C∗-operator system (A,A) on H.
(4) Suppose that (A,X) and (B,Y ) are C∗-operator systems on the
Hilbert spaces H and K, respectively. Then the norm-closed tensor
product X ⊗ Y ⊆ B(H ⊗ K) contains the minimal tensor product
A⊗B as a sub-C∗-algebra such that (A⊗B,X ⊗Y ) becomes a C∗-
operator system on H ⊗K. In particular, if X ⊆ B(H) is a classical
unital operator system and B ⊆ B(K) is a C∗-algebra, then the
minimal tensor product X ⊗ B has the structure of a C∗-operator
system with C∗-subalgebra B ∼= C1 ⊗ B ⊆ X ⊗ B. This example
shows that C∗-operator systems do appear quite naturally!
Definition 3.3. Let (A,X) be a C∗-operator system on the Hilbert spaceH.
A representation of (A,X) on a Hilbert space K is a ccp map π : X → B(K)
such that π(ax) = π(a)π(x) for all a ∈ A and x ∈ X (in particular, π|A is
a ∗-representation of A). The representation π is called non-degenerate, if
π|A : A→ B(K) is non-degenerate.
Definition 3.4. Suppose that X ⊆ B(H) is a self-adjoint norm-closed sub-
set of B(H). A norm bounded net (ui)i∈I of self-adjoint elements in X is
called an approximate unit for X if for all x ∈ X, i ∈ I we have uix, xui ∈ X
and uix, xui → x in the norm of B(H).
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system on H. Then
every bounded self-adjoint approximate unit (ui)i∈I of A is an approximate
unit for X in the sense of the above definition. Moreover, ui → 1H ∗-strongly
in B(H).
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from the requirement AX =
X for a C∗-operator system. The second assertion follows from H = AH.

Definition 3.6. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system on some
Hilbert space H. By a unitization of (A,X) we understand a unital C∗-
operator system (A˜, X˜) on H which contains (A,X) such that the following
are satisfied
(1) A is an ideal in A˜ and AX˜ ⊆ X.
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(2) If x ∈ X˜ such that ax = 0 for all a ∈ A, then x = 0.
It is well known that for a C∗-algebra A, the multiplier algebra M(A) is
the largest unitization of A. We shall now introduce an analogous construc-
tion for C∗-operator systems:
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system on the Hilbert
space H. Let M(A) = {m ∈ B(H) : mA ∪ Am ⊆ A} be the realisation of
the multiplier algebra of A in B(H) and let
M(X) = {k ∈ B(H) : kA ∪Ak ⊆ X} ⊆ B(H).
Then (M(A),M(X)) is a unitization of (A,X) in B(H).
Moreover, if π : X → B(K) is any non-degenerate ccp representation of
(A,X) on some Hilbert space K, then there exists a unique unital extension
π¯ : M(X) → B(K) of π as a ccp representation of (M(A),M(X)) on K.
Moreover, π¯ is completely isometric iff π is completely isometric.
Notation 3.8. We call (M(A),M(X)) the multiplier C∗-operator system
of (A,X).
Notice that the space M(X) very much depends on the C∗-subalgebra
A ⊆ X, so that a better notation would probably be to writeMA(X) instead
of M(X). However, it will always be clear from the context with respect to
which C∗-subalgebra A ⊆ X the set M(X) is defined, so in order to keep
notation simple we stick to M(X).
Proof of Lemma 3.7. It is trivial to check that (M(A),M(X)) fulfils all
properties of a unital C∗-operator system. Note that M(A)X ⊆ X since
X = AX and hence M(A)X = M(A)(AX) = (M(A)A)X = AX = X
and similarly XM(A) = X. This easily implies that M(A)M(X) ⊆M(X).
Moreover, if k ∈ M(X) such that ak = 0 for all a ∈ A, then we also have
k∗a = 0 for all a ∈ A, hence k∗(AH) = k∗H = {0} which then implies that
k∗ = 0. But then k = 0. Thus it follows that (M(A),M(X)) is a unitization
of (A,X).
Suppose now that π : X → B(K) is a non-degenerate ccp representation
of (A,X). Then π(A)K = K and we define the extension π¯ :M(X)→ B(K)
by
π¯(k)(π(a)ξ) := π(ka)ξ.
To see that this is well defined, let let (ui)i∈I be an approximate unit of A
consisting of positive elements of norm ≤ 1. Then, if π(a1)ξ1 = π(a2)ξ2 for
some elements a1, a2 ∈ A and ξ1, ξ2 ∈ K, we get
π(ka1)ξ1 = lim
i
π(kuia1)ξ1 = lim
i
π(kui)π(a1)ξ1
= lim
i
π(kui)π(a2)ξ2 = lim
i
π(kuia2)ξ2 = π(ka2)ξ2.
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This shows that π¯ is well defined.
We now need to check that π¯(mk) = π¯(m)π¯(k) for all m ∈ M(A) and
k ∈ M(X). We first show that π(ka) = π¯(k)π(a) for all k ∈ M(X), a ∈ A.
To see this let η ∈ H. Then η = π(b)ξ for some b ∈ A, ξ ∈ K. Then
π(ka)η = π(kab)ξ = π¯π(ab)ξ = π¯π(a)π(b)ξ = π¯(k)π(a)η.
Suppose now that m ∈ M(A) and k ∈ M(X). Then, for ξ, η ∈ H and
a, b ∈ A we get
〈π¯(mk)π(a)ξ, π(b)η〉 = 〈π(b∗)π¯(mk)π(a)ξ, η〉
= 〈π(b∗)π(mka)ξ, η〉
= 〈π(b∗mka)ξ, η〉
= 〈π(b∗m)π(ka)ξ, η〉
= 〈π(b∗)π¯(m)π¯(k)π(a)ξ, η〉
= 〈π¯(m)π¯(k)π(a)ξ, π(b)η〉
which then implies that π¯(mk) = π¯(m)π¯(k).
We need to show that π¯ :M(X)→ B(K) is completely positive. Since it
is unital, this will also imply that it is completely contractive. If (A,X) is
unital, then M(X) = X and nothing has to be done.
If (A,X) is not unital, let (ui)i∈I be an approximate unit of A consisting
of positive elements of norm ≤ 1. Since π(A)K = K it follows that π(ui)→
1K ∗-strongly in B(K). Then, if m ∈ M(X), it follows that π(uimui) =
π(ui)π¯(m)π(ui) weakly to π¯(m) in B(K). Now let m ∈ Mn(M(X)) ⊆
B(Kn) be any positive element. Let vi := ui ⊗ In ∈Mn(X). Then vimvi is
a positive element ofMn(X) such that πn(vimvi) converges weakly to π¯n(m)
in B(Kn). Since weak limits of positive elements are positive, it follows that
π¯n(m) is positive.
Finally assume that π : X → B(K) is completely isometric and let
(A˜, X˜) := (π(A), π(X)) denote the image of (A,X) in B(K). Then by the
first part of this proof applied to the system (A˜, X˜) the inverse π−1 : X˜ →
B(H) extends uniquely to a ccp representation π¯−1 :M(X˜)→ B(H). Since
π¯−1 ◦ π¯|X : X → B(H) coincides with the identity on X, it follows from the
uniqueness assertion for the extension toM(X) that π¯−1◦π¯ :M(X)→ B(H)
is the identity on M(X). Similarly, π¯ ◦ π¯−1 is the identity on M(X˜). In
particular, π¯ :M(X)→ B(K) is completely isometric.

The following lemma shows that (M(A),M(X)) is the largest unitization
of (A,X).
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Lemma 3.9. Let (A,X) be a C∗-operator system in B(H) and suppose that
(A˜, X˜) is a unitization of (A,X) in B(H). Then A˜ ⊆M(A) and X˜ ⊆M(X).
As a consequence, if π : X → B(K) is a non-degenerate ccp representation
of (A,X) on a Hilbert space K, there exists a unique ccp representation
π˜ : X˜ → B(K) of (A˜, X˜) which extends π.
Proof. Clearly, if (A˜, X˜) is a unitization of (A,X) in B(H), then every m ∈
X˜ multiplies A into X. Hence X˜ ⊆ M(X). Since A is an ideal in A˜ we
also have A˜ ⊆M(A). By Lemma 3.7 we know that π extends uniquely to a
representation π¯ of M(X). We then put π˜ := π¯|X˜ . 
Definition 3.10. Suppose that (A,X) and (B,Y ) are C∗-operator systems.
We say that ϕ : X → M(Y ) is a (non-degenerate) generalized morphism
from (A,X) to (B,Y ) if the following holds:
(1) ϕ : X →M(Y ) is a morphism from (A,X) to (M(B),M(Y )), and
(2) ϕ(A)B = B.
Note that since BY = Y , the condition (2) also implies that ϕ(A)Y = Y .
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that (A,X) and (B,Y ) are C∗-operator systems. If
ϕ : X → M(Y ) is a non-degenerate generalized morphism from (A,X)
to (B,Y ), then there exists a unique extension ϕ¯ : M(X) → M(Y ) of
ϕ as a morphism from (M(A),M(X)) to (M(B),M(Y )). In particular,
if ϕ : (A,X) → (B,Y ) is a completely positive and completely isomet-
ric isomorphism of C∗-operator systems, the same holds for the extension
ϕ¯ :M(X)→M(Y ).
Proof. Assume that (B,Y ) and hence (M(B),M(Y )) are C∗-operator sys-
tems on the Hilbert space K. It follows then from the condition that
ϕ(A)B = B that ϕ(A)K = ϕ(A)(BK) = BK = K, so ϕ : A → B(K)
is a non-degenerate representation of (A,X) on B(K). By Lemma 3.7 we
know that there is a unique ccp extension ϕ¯ :M(X)→ B(K). We then get
ϕ¯(M(X))B = ϕ¯(M(X))ϕ(A)B = ϕ(M(X)A)B ⊆ ϕ(X)B ⊆M(Y )B ⊆ Y,
hence ϕ¯(M(X)) ⊆ M(Y ). A similar argument shows that π¯(M(A)) ⊆
M(B).
For the final statement assume that ϕ : X → Y is a completely isomet-
ric isomorphism of the C∗-operator systems (A,X) and (B,Y ). Let ϕ¯ :
M(X)→M(Y ) and ϕ¯−1 :M(Y )→M(X) denote the unique extensions of
ϕ and ϕ−1 toM(X) andM(Y ), respectively. Then ϕ¯−1◦ϕ¯ :M(X)→M(X)
extends the identity on X, and hence, by the uniqueness of the extension,
must be equal to the identity mal onM(X). Similarly, ϕ¯◦ϕ¯−1 is the identity
on M(Y ). 
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Corollary 3.12. Let (A,X) be a C∗-operator system on H and suppose
that π : X → B(K) is a completely isometric c.p representation of (A,X)
on K. Then the unique extension π¯ :M(X)→ B(K) is completely isomeric
as well. The same holds for the extension π˜ : X˜ → B(K) for any unitization
(A˜, X˜) of (A,X).
Proof. If π : X → B(K) is completely isometric, then (π(A), π(X)) is
a C∗-operator system in B(K) and π : X → π(X) is a completely iso-
metric isomorphism of C∗-operator systems. Thus the unique extension
π¯ :M(X)→M(π(X)) ⊆ B(K) is completely isometric by Lemma 3.11. 
Of course there is also a smallest unitization of (A,X):
Definition 3.13. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system on a Hilbert
space H. Let X1 = X+C1H and A
1 = A+C1H ⊆ X
1. Then (A1,X1) is the
smallest unitization of (A,X) in B(H). We call it the minimal unitization
of (A,X).
Remark 3.14. Of course, if π : X → B(K) is any ccp representation of
(A,X) on a Hilbert space K, then the unique extension π1 : X1 → B(K) is
given by π1(x + λ1H) = π(x) + λ1K . By Corollary 3.12, if π is completely
isomertric, then π1 is completely isometric as well.
4. C∗-hulls of C∗-operator systems
If (A,X) is a C∗-operator system, C is a C∗-algebra, and j : X → C is
a completely positive complete isometry such that j(ax) = j(a)j(x) for all
a ∈ A, x ∈ X and such X generates C as a C∗-algebra, then the pair (C, j)
is called a C∗-hull of (A,X). Two C∗-hulls (C, j) and (C ′, j′) of (A,X)
are called equivalent, if there exists a ∗-isomorphism ϕ : C → C ′ such that
ϕ ◦ j = j′. In what follows below we want to show that for any C∗-operator
system (A,X) there exist C∗-hulls (C∗u(A,X), ju) and (C
∗
env(A,X), jenv)
such that for any given C∗-hull (C, j) of (A,X) there exist unique surjective
∗-homomorphisms
C∗u(A,X)
ϕu
։ C
ϕenv
։ C∗env(A,X)
such that ϕu ◦ ju = j and ϕenv ◦ j = jenv. It follows directly from these
universal properties of (C∗u(A,X), ju) and (C
∗
env(A,X), jenv) that they are
unique up to equivalence (if they exist). We call (C∗u(A,X), ju) the universal
C∗-hull of (A,X) and we call (C∗env(A,X), jenv) the enveloping C
∗-algebra of
(A,X). Of course, the above notion of the universal C∗-hull of a C∗-operator
system extends the notion of the universal C∗-hull of a classical operator
systemX as introduced by Kirchberg andWassermann in [22] and the notion
of the C∗-envelope extends the well-known notion of a C∗-envelope of an
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operator system due to Hamana [14]. Using the ideas of Kirchberg and
Wassermann, we now construct the universal C∗-hull (C∗u(A,X), ju). We
need:
Definition 4.1. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system. A represen-
tation π : X → B(K) is called finitely A-generated, if there exists a finite
subset {ξ1, . . . , ξl} of K such that K = span{π(A)ξ1, . . . , π(A)ξl}.
If κ is the cardinality of a dense subset of A, then every finitely A-
generated representation of (A,X) can be regarded, up to unitary equiv-
alence, as a representation on a closed subspace of ℓ2(Iκ), where Iκ is a fixed
set with cardinality κ.
Theorem 4.2. For every C∗-operator system (A,X) there exists a universal
hull (C∗u(A,X), ju) for (A,X).
Proof. Let κ denote the cardinality of a dense subset of A and let S denote
the set of all non-degenerate finitely A-generated ccp representations π :
X → B(Hpi) where Hpi is a closed subspace of ℓ
2(Iκ). Write HS =
⊕
pi∈S Hpi
and πS =
⊕
pi∈S π.
We claim that πS : X → B(HS) is a completely isometric representation
of (A,X). For this let us assume that (A,X) is represented as a concrete
C∗-operator system on the Hilbert space H. Then for each fixed n ∈ N,
x ∈ Mn(X), and ε > 0 we choose a finite rank projection p ∈ B(H) such
that
‖(p ⊗ 1n)x(p ⊗ 1n)‖ ≥ ‖x‖ − ε.
Let Hx,ε := span{apH : a ∈ A} and let q : H → Hx,ε denote the orthogonal
projection. Define
πx,ε : X → B(Hx,ε);πx,ε(y) := qyq
for all y ∈ X. Since Hx,ε is an A-invariant subspace of H, we see that q
commutes with the elements of A, hence
πx,ε(ay) = qayq = qaqyq = πx,ε(a)πx,ε(y)
for all a ∈ A, y ∈ X, so πx,ε is a ccp representation of (A,X) on Hx,ε.
By construction, πx,ε is finitely A-generated and ‖πx,ε,n(x)‖ ≥ ‖x‖ − ε. By
choosing an isometric embedding of Hx,ε into ℓ
2(Iκ) we may assume that
πx,ε ∈ S. Since ε is arbitrary, it follows now that πS is completely isometric.
We now define C∗u(A,X) as the C
∗-subalgebra of B(HS) generated by
πS(X) and ju = πS : X → C
∗
u(A,X) ⊆ B(HS). We then have
C∗u(A,X) ⊆
∏
pi∈S
B(Hpi) ⊆ B(HS).
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Suppose now that (C, j) is an arbitrary C∗-hull of (A,X). We may as-
sume that C is realised as a non-degenerate subalgebra C ⊆ B(K) for some
Hilbert space K. Let C1 = C + C1K ⊆ B(K) be the unitization of C. Ap-
plying the above construction to each element c ∈ Mn(C
1) yields a family
of completely positive maps ρc,ε : C
1 → B(Hρc,ε) such that ρc,ε ◦ j : X →
B(Hρc,ε) is a finitely A-generated representation of (A,X) and such that
‖ρc,ε,n(c)‖ ≥ ‖c‖ − ε. Let S
′ denote the set of all such maps ρc,ε. Then
ρS′ =
⊕
ρ∈S′ ρ : C
1 → B(
⊕
ρ∈S′ Hρ) is a unital completely isometric map
from C1 into
∏
ρ∈S′ B(Hρ). By [9, Theorem 4.1] there exists a unique unital
∗-homomorphism ϕ : C∗(ρS′(C
1)) → C1 such that ϕ ◦ ρS′ = idC1 . Since
for each ρ ∈ S′, ρ ◦ j : X → B(Hρ) is a finitely A-generated representation
of (A,X), we may identify ρ ◦ j with an element of S via a suitable em-
bedding of Hρ →֒ ℓ
2(Iκ). We then obtain a map S
′ → S; ρ 7→ ρ ◦ j and
a ∗-homomorphism Φ :
∏
pi∈S B(Hpi) →
∏
ρ∈S′ B(Hρ) by sending a tupel
(Tpi)pi∈S to (Tρ◦j)ρ∈S′ . The restriction of Φ to C
∗
u(A,X) ⊆
∏
pi∈S B(Hpi)
sends C∗u(A,X) to C
∗(ρS′(j(X))) ⊆ C
∗(ρS′(C
1)). Thus we get a composi-
tion of ∗-homomorphism
C∗u(A,X)
Φ
−−−−→ C∗(ρS′(j(X)))
ϕ
−−−−→ C
such that for ϕu := ϕ ◦ Φ we get ϕu ◦ ju = j. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that π : X → B(K) is a ccp representation of the
C∗-operator system (A,X). Then there exists a unique ∗-homomorphism
π˜ : C∗u(A,X) ։ C
∗(π(X)) ⊆ B(K) such that π˜ ◦ ju = π, where C
∗(π(X))
denotes the closed C∗-subalgebra of B(K) generated by π(X).
Proof. Suppose that (A,X) is a concrete C∗-operator system on the Hilbert
space H and assume that ι : X →֒ B(H) is the inclusion map. Then ι
⊕
π :
X → B(H ⊕ K) is a completely isometric representation and therefore
there exists a unique ∗-homomorphism ι˜⊕ π : C∗u(A,X)→ C
∗(ι⊕ π(X)) ⊆
B(H ⊗ K). As ι ⊕ π(X) ⊆ X ⊕ π(X) ⊆ B(H) ⊕ B(K), we obtain a well
defined ∗-homomorphism C∗(ι⊕π(X))→ C∗(π(X)) given by T 7→ PKTPK ,
where PK : H ⊕ K → K denotes the orthogonal projection. Thus π˜ =
PK ι˜⊕ π(·)PK will do the job. The uniqueness follows from the fact that
C∗u(A,X) is generated by ju(X). 
At this point it is convenient to consider representations of C∗-operator
systems on multiplier algebras:
Definition 4.4. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system and let D
be a C∗-algebra. A representation of (A,X) into the multiplier algebra
M(D) is a ccp map Φ : X → M(D) such that Φ(ax) = Φ(a)Φ(x) for all
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a ∈ A, x ∈ X. We then say that Φ is non-degenerate if the restriction of Φ
to A is a non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism, i.e., if Φ(A)D = D. 1
Remark 4.5. Note that every (non-degenerate) representation of a C∗-operator
system (A,X) on a Hilbert space H an be regarded as a (non-degenerate)
representation into M(K(H)) = B(H). Conversely, if Φ : X → M(D) is
a representation of (A,X) in M(D) and if D (and hence M(D)) is rep-
resented faithfully on the Hilbert space H, then Φ can also be regarded
as a representation of (A,X) on H which is non-degenerate if and only if
Φ : X →M(D) is non-degenerate. But it is often more convenient to work
with representations into M(D).
We now get
Proposition 4.6. Let (A,X) be a C∗-operator system and let D be a C∗-
algebra. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between
(1) The non-degenerate representations of (A,X) into M(D).
(2) The non-degenerate ∗-homomorphisms of C∗u(A,X) into M(D).
If Φ : C∗u(A,X) → M(D) is as in (2), then the restriction ΦX = Φ ◦ ju :
X →M(D) gives the corresponding representation of (A,X) as in (1).
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that every non-degenerate representation of
(A,X) on M(D) extends to a representation of C∗u(A,X). But representing
C∗u(A,X) faithfully on a Hilbert space Hu, say, this follows easily from
Lemma 4.3. 
We now proceed with a discussion of the enveloping C∗-hull for (A,X).
For this recall that an operator space V is injective if, given operator spaces
W1 ⊆W2, any completely bounded linear map ϕ1 : W1 → V can be extended
to a completely bounded linear map ϕ2 : W2 → V with ‖ϕ2‖cb = ‖ϕ1‖cb. The
algebra B(H) is known to be an injective operator space [37]. Hamana in
[14, 15] and Ruan in [34] independently showed that for any operator space
V in B(H), there is a unique minimal injective operator subspace I(V ) of
B(H) containing V . It is called the injective envelope of V and enjoys the
following fundamental property, which we shall use heavily throughout this
paper (e.g., see [34, §5]):
Proposition 4.7. Let V ⊆ B(H) be an operator space. Then every com-
pletely contractive map ψ : I(V ) → I(V ) which restricts to the identity on
V is the identity on I(V ).
We need the following result of Choi-Effros [8] (see §6 in [13] and partic-
ularly [13, Theorem 6.1.3]).
1Note that by Cohen’s factorization theorem to have Φ(A)D = D it suffices to have
that span{Φ(A)D} = D.
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Theorem 4.8. If I ⊆ B(H) is an injective operator system, then there is
a unique multiplication ◦ : I × I → I making I a unital C∗-algebra with its
given ∗-operation and norm and identity 1H . The multiplication is given by
x ·ϕ y = ϕ(xy),
where ϕ : B(H)→ I is a fixed ccp onto projection.
Using these results we now show
Proposition 4.9. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system. Then there
exists an enveloping C∗-hull (C∗env(A,X), jenv) of (A,X).
Proof. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system on H. Let (A1,X1) be
the unitization of (A,X) as in Definition 3.13. By Theorem 4.8 the injective
envelope I(X1) of the unital operator system X1 is a unital C∗-algebra with
multiplication x ·ϕ y = ϕ(xy) for some fixed ccp onto projection ϕ : B(H)→
I(X1). Now, for each a ∈ A and x ∈ X we have ax ∈ X and therefore
a ·ϕ x = ϕ(ax) = ax. Therefore the inclusion map X →֒ B(H) induces a
completely isometric embedding j : X → I(X1) such that j(ax) = j(a)j(x)
for all a ∈ A, x ∈ X. Define C∗env(A,X) to be the C
∗-subalgebra of I(X1)
generated by j(X) and we let jenv = j : X →֒ C
∗
env(A,X) denote the
inclusion map. Note that by construction, the unitization C∗env(A,X)
1 is
just the enveloping C∗-algebra C∗env(X
1) of the unital operator system X1
in the sense of Hamana [14].
To see that (C∗env(A,X), jenv) satisfies the universal property let (C, j)
be any given C∗-hull of (A,X). Choose a non-degenerate embedding C →֒
B(K) for some Hilbert space K and let C1 = C + C1K ⊆ B(K). Then
j1 : X1 → C1 is a completely isometric embedding of the operator system
X1. It follows therefore from the universal property of the enveloping C∗-
algebra C∗env(X
1) (see [14]) that there exists a ∗-homomorphism ϕ : C1 →
C∗env(X
1) = C∗env(A,X)
1 which intertwines the inclusions of X1 into these
algebras. Restricting ϕ to C ⊆ C1 then gives the desired ∗-homomorphism
ϕenv : C → C
∗
env(A,X). 
We close this section with the following useful result:
Lemma 4.10. Let (C, j) be any C∗-hull of the C∗-operator system (A,X).
Then the inclusion map j : (A,X) → C extends to a completely isometric
inclusion
j¯ :
(
M(A),M(X)
)
→M(C).
Moreover, we have j¯(M(A)) ∩C = j(A).
Proof. Since A contains an approximate identity of X, and since C is gener-
ated by j(X) as a C∗-algebra, it follows that j(A) contains an approximate
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identity of C. It follows that j : (A,X) → C ⊆ M(C) is a completely
isometric non-degenerate (generalized) morphism, where we identify C with
the C∗-operator system (C,C). The first assertion then follows from Lemma
3.11.
To see the second assertion let c ∈ C such that j(A)c ⊆ j(A) ⊆ M(C).
Let (ai)i∈I be an approximate unit in A. Then (ai)i∈I is also an approximate
unit in X, and (j(ai))i∈I is an approximate unit in C. But then it follows
that c = limi j(ai)c ∈ j(A).

5. Tensor products
In this section we want to give a brief discussion on certain tensor product
constructions of C∗-operator systems. In particular we want to discuss ana-
logues of the commutative maximal tensor product S ⊗c T of two operator
systems S and T as introduced in [21] and of the minimal (or spacial) tensor
product.
Definition 5.1. Suppose that (A,X) and (B,Y ) are C∗-operator systems.
Let A⊗cB and X ⊗c Y denote the closures of the algebraic tensor products
A ⊙ B and X ⊙ Y inside the maximal C∗-tensor product C∗u(A,X) ⊗max
C∗u(B,Y ), respectively. Then (A ⊗c B,X ⊗c Y ) is a C
∗-operator system
which we call the commuting universal tensor product of (A,X) with (B,Y ).
Lemma 5.2. There are unique completely isometric generalized morphisms
iX : X → M(X ⊗c Y ) and iY : Y → M(X ⊗c Y ) such that iX(x)iX(y) =
x⊗ y ∈ X ⊗c Y for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y .
Proof. Write D := C∗u(A,X) ⊗max C
∗
u(B,Y ) and assume that D is repre-
sented faithfully and non-degenerately on a Hilbert space K, say. By the
properties of the maximal tensor product of C∗-algebras, there are isometric
∗-homomorphisms iC∗u(A,X) : C
∗
u(A,X)→M(D) and iC∗u(B,Y ) : C
∗
u(B,Y )→
M(D) such that iC∗u(A,X)(c)iC∗u(B,Y )(d) = c ⊗ d for all c ∈ C
∗
u(A,X), d ∈
C∗u(B,Y ), respectively. Let iX and iY denote the restrictions of iC∗u(A,X)
and iC∗u(B,Y ) to X and Y , respectively. Then iX and iY are completely iso-
metric representation of (A,X) and (B,Y ) into M(D) ⊆ B(K) such that
iX(x)iY (y) = x ⊗ y for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , if we regard the algebraic ten-
sor product X ⊙ Y as a subspace of X ⊗c Y . So all we need to check
is that iX and iY have image in M(X ⊗c Y ), which follows easily from
iX(x)(a ⊗ b) = iX(x)iX (a)iY (b) = iX(xa)iY (b) = xa ⊗ b ∈ X ⊗c Y hence
iX(X)(A ⊗c B) ⊆ X ⊗c B and, similarly, iY (Y )(A ⊗c B) ⊆ A ⊗c Y , where
A⊗cB,A⊗cY,X⊗cB are defined as the closures of the respective algebraic
tensor products in X ⊗c Y . 
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Lemma 5.3. The tensor product (A⊗cB,X⊗cY ) has the following universal
property: whenever (ϕX , ϕY ) is a pair of non-degenerate ccp representations
ϕX : X →M(D), ϕY : Y →M(D) of (A,X) and (B,Y ) into the multiplier
algebra M(D) for some C∗-algebra D such that ϕX(x)ϕY (y) = ϕY (y)ϕX (x)
for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , then there exists a unique ccp representation
ϕ = ϕX ⋊ ϕY : X ⊗c Y →M(D) of (A⊗c B,X ⊗c Y )such that
ϕ(x⊗ y) = ϕX(x)ϕY (y)
for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y .
Remark 5.4. If H is a Hilbert space and D = K(H), we obtain a version of
the above lemma for non-degenerate ccp representations on Hilbert space.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. It follows from Proposition 4.6 that there exist unique
∗-homomorphisms ϕ˜X : C
∗
u(A,X) → B(H) and ϕ˜Y : C
∗
u(B,Y ) → B(H)
such that ϕ˜X ◦ ju = ϕX and ϕ˜Y ◦ ju = ϕY . Since ϕX(x) commutes with
ϕY (y) for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , and since C
∗
u(A,X) and C
∗
u(B,Y ) are generated
by ju(X) and ju(Y ), respectively, it follows that the ranges of ϕ˜X and ϕ˜Y
commute as well. Therefore, by the universal properties of the maximal
tensor product, there exists a (unique) ∗-homomorphism ϕ˜ : C∗u(A,X)⊗max
C∗u(B,Y ) → B(H) such that ϕ˜(c ⊗ d) = ϕ˜X(c)ϕ˜Y (d) for all c ∈ C
∗
u(A,X)
and d ∈ C∗u(B,Y ). It is then easily checked on elementary tensors that
ϕ(cz) = ϕ(c)ϕ(z) for all c ∈ A⊗c B and z ∈ X ⊗c Y . 
Remark 5.5. It is an interesting question, whether there exists a converse
of the above lemma, i.e., whether every non-degenerate ccp representation
π : X ⊗c Y → B(K) can be realised as π = πX ⋊πY for a pair of representa-
tions (πX , πY ) as in the lemma. Indeed, this is only true if the representation
π preserves some more of the multiplicativity structure of X ⊗c Y , which is
not directly part of the structure of (A⊗cB,X⊗cY ) as a C
∗-operator system.
Realised as a subspace of D := C∗u(A,X)⊗maxC
∗
u(B,Y ), we see that an ele-
mentary tensor x⊗ y can be written as a product iX(x)iY (y) = iY (y)iX(x),
where iX , iY are the canonical inclusions of X and Y into M(X ⊗c Y ) as
in Lemma 5.2. The representations constructed in Lemma 5.3 are precisely
those whose extension π¯ to M(X ⊗c Y ) preserves these relations: If it does,
then πX = π¯ ◦ iX and πY = π¯ ◦ iY , satisfy the conditions of the lemma such
that π = πX ⋊ πY .
But we believe that a general ccp representation π : X⊗cY → B(K) does
not need to satisfy these relations. But, as we see below, it does if Y = B
is a C∗-algebra.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system and B is a C∗-
algebra (viewed as the C∗-operator system (B,B)). Let ϕ : X⊗cB →M(D)
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be any non-degenerate ccp representation of (A ⊗c B,X ⊗c B). Then there
is a unique ccp representation ϕX : X → M(B) and a ∗-representation
ϕB : B →M(B) such that ϕ = ϕX ⋊ϕB. A similar statement holds for the
tensor product (B ⊗c A,B ⊗c X).
Proof. Let ϕX = ϕ¯ ◦ iX and ϕB = ϕ¯ ◦ iB as in the above remark. Note that
iX maps X into M(X ⊗c Y ) but iB maps B into M(A⊗cB) ⊆M(X ⊗cB),
since (a⊗b)iB(c) = a⊗bc ∈ A⊗cB for all a⊗b ∈ A⊙B. Since the extension
ϕ¯ : M(X ⊗c B) → B(K) is a unital c.p representation of the C
∗-operator
system (M(A⊗c B),M(X ⊗c B)), we get
ϕX(x)ϕB(b) = ϕ¯(iX(x))ϕ¯(iB(b)) = ϕ¯(iX(x)iB(b)) = ϕ¯(x⊗ b)
and similarly ϕB(b)ϕX (x) = ϕ¯(x⊗ b). It is then clear that ϕ = ϕX ⋊ ϕB as
in Lemma 5.3. 
Definition 5.7. Suppose that (A,X) and (B,Y ) are concrete C∗-operator
systems on the Hilbert spaces H and K, respectively. Then we define the
spacial tensor product (A⊗ˇB,X⊗ˇY ) via the closures of the algebraic tensor
products A⊙B and X ⊙ Y in B(H ⊗K).
It is well known that the spatial tensor product does not depend, up to
isomorphism, on the particular embeddings of X in B(H) and Y in B(K).
Let isX : X → B(H ⊗K), i
s
X(x) = x⊗ 1K and i
s
Y : Y → B(H ⊗K); i
s
Y (y) =
1H⊗y denote the canonical embeddings of X and Y into B(H⊗K). It then
follows from Lemma 5.3 that there exists a canonical surjective morphism
Φ := iX × iY : X ⊗c Y → X⊗ˇY
from (A ⊗c B,X ⊗c Y ) onto (A⊗ˇB,X⊗ˇY ) . The following proposition is
now an easy consequence of our constructions:
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that (A,X) is a C∗-operator system. Then for
any nuclear C∗-algebra B, the canonical morphism (A ⊗c B,X ⊗c B) onto
(A⊗ˇB,X⊗ˇB) is an isomorphism (and similarly for (B ⊗c A,B ⊗c X)).
Proof. If B is nuclear, then C∗u(A,X) ⊗max B = C
∗
u(A,X)⊗ˇB. The re-
sult then follows from representing C∗u(A,X) (and hence X) faithfully on a
Hilbert space H. 
For later use we also need to consider morphisms into the multiplier
C∗-operator systems of tensor products of C∗-operator systems with C∗-
algebras. This is the special case of the above constructions if one of the
factors is a pair (C,C) for a C∗-algebra C. Note that in this case we also
have C∗u(C,C) = C.
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Lemma 5.9. Suppose that (A,X) and (B,Y ) are C∗-operator systems and
let C and D be C∗-algebras. Let ϕX : X → M(Y ) be a non-degenerate
generalized homomorphism from (A,X) into (M(B),M(Y )) and let ϕC :
C → M(D) be a non-degenerate generalized homomorphism from C to D.
Then there exists a unique non-degenerate generalized homomorphism
ϕ⊗c ψ : X ⊗c C →M(Y ⊗c D)
(resp. ϕ⊗ˇψ : X⊗ˇC → M(Y ⊗ˇD)) such that ϕ ⊗c ψ(x ⊗ c) = ϕ(x) ⊗ ψ(c)
(resp. ϕ⊗ˇψ(x⊗ c) = ϕ(x)⊗ψ(c)) for all elementary tensors x⊗ c ∈ X ⊙C.
Proof. Let π : Y ⊗c D → B(H) be a non-degenerate completely isometric
representation of (B ⊗c D,Y ⊗c D) on the Hilbert space H, By Lemma 5.6
there are non-degenerate representations πY : Y → B(H) and πD : D →
B(H) such that π = πY ⊗cπD. Let ψX := π¯Y ◦ϕX and ψC := π¯D ◦ϕA, where
π¯Y and π¯D denote the unique extensions of πY , πD to M(Y ) and M(D) as
in Lemma 3.11. Note that for all m ∈M(Y ), n ∈M(D) we have
π¯Y (m)π¯D(n) = π¯D(n)π¯Y (m).
Indeed, this follows from the fact that π(B ⊙D)H is dense in H (since π is
non-degenerate) and for all b ∈ B and d ∈ D, we have
π¯Y (m)π¯D(n)π(b⊗ d) = π¯Y (m)π¯D(n)πY (b)πD(d) = π¯Y (m)π¯D(n)πD(d)πY (b)
= π¯Y (m)πD(nd)πY (b) = π¯Y (m)πY (b)πD(nd)
= πY (mb)πD(nd) = πD(nd)πY (mb)
= π¯D(n)πD(d)πY (mb) = π¯D(n)πY (mb)πD(d)
= π¯D(n)π¯Y (m)πY (b)πD(d) = π¯D(n)π¯Y (m)π(b ⊗ d).
It follows from this that ψX(x)ψC(c) = ψC(c)ψX (x) for all x ∈ X, c ∈ C.
Thus, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that there exists a unique non-degenerate
ccp representation ψ := ψX ⋊ ψC : X ⊗c C → B(H) given on elementary
tensors by ψ(x⊗ c) = ψX(x)ψC(c).
Now, by the construction of the multiplier system as in Lemma 6.9 we
may identify M(Y ⊗cD) with its image π¯(M(Y ⊗c Y )) ⊆ B(H). Using this
identification, we want to check that ψ takes values in
M(Y ⊗c Y ) ∼= {m ∈ B(H) : mπ(B ⊗c D), π(B ⊗c D)m ⊆ π(Y ⊗c D).
For this let x⊗ c ∈ X ⊙C be any elementary tensor and let b⊗ d ∈ B ⊙D.
Then
ψ(x⊗ c)π(b ⊗ d) = π¯Y (ϕX(x))π¯D(ϕC(c))πY (b)πD(d)
= π¯Y (ϕX(x))πD(ϕC(c)d)πY (b) = πY (ϕX(x)b)πD(ϕC(c)d)
= π(ϕX (x)b⊗ ϕC(c)d) ∈ π(Y ⊗c D).
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Hence ψ(X⊗cC)π(B⊗cD) ⊆ π(Y ⊗cD) and the inclusion π(B⊗cD)ψ(X⊗c
C) ⊆ π(Y ⊗c D) follows similarly. 
6. Universal crossed products by group actionns
For a C∗-operator system (A,X) let Aut(A,X) denote the group of all
invertible morphisms α : (A,X) → (A,X). A strongly continuous action of
the locally compact group G on the C∗-operator system (A,X) is a homo-
morphism α : G → Aut(A,X); g 7→ αg such that g 7→ αg(x) is continuous
for all x ∈ X.
It follows directly from the universal property of (C∗u(A,X), ju) that every
automorphism of (A,X) extends to a unique automorphisms αu of C∗u(A,X).
Since C∗u(A,X) is generated by a copy of X, any strongly continuous action
α : G → Aut(A,X) extends to unique strongly continuous action αu :
G→ Aut(C∗u(A,X)). This leads to the following definition of the universal
crossed product by an action α of G on (A,X).
Definition 6.1. Let α : G → Aut(A,X) be an action as above. We define
the universal (or full) crossed product (A,X)⋊uαG for the action α as the pair
(A⋊uαG,X⋊
u
αG), where A⋊
u
αG andX⋊
u
αG are the closures of Cc(G,A) and
Cc(G,X) inside the universal C
∗-algebra crossed product C∗u(A,X)⋊α,u G.
Remark 6.2. (a) If α : G → Aut(A) is an action of G on the C∗-algebra
A, and if we consider the corresponding C∗-operator system (A,A), then
C∗u(A,A) = A, and therefore the crossed product (A,A)⋊
u
αG is given by the
pair (A⋊α,uG,A⋊α,uG). Thus, the universal crossed product construction
for C∗-operator systems extends the well-known universal crossed product
constructions for C∗-algebras.
(b) In general it is not true that that in the crossed product (A,X) ⋊uα
G = (A⋊uα G,X ⋊
u
α G) the C
∗-algebra A⋊uα G coincides with the universal
C∗-algebra crossed product A ⋊α,u G. To see this let G be any (second
countable) non-amenable exact group. Then it follows from [6] that there
exists an amenable compact G-space Ω, which implies that the full and
reduced crossed products of G by C(Ω) coincide. Now choose a faithful and
non-degenerate representation of C(Ω) into B(H) for some Hilbert space
H and consider X := C(Ω) ⊆ B(H) as an operator system (forgetting the
multiplicative structure). As in Example 3.2 we regard this as the C∗-
operator system (C,X). Let C∗u(X) denote the enveloping C
∗-algebra of X.
We then get completely isometric embeddings C →֒ X →֒ C∗u(X) which give
rise to ccp maps between the full crossed products (in the C∗-algebra sense)
(6.1) C∗(G) = C⋊u G→ C(Ω)⋊u G→ C
∗
u(X) ⋊u G.
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By definition of the crossed product (C, C(X))⋊αu G = (C⋊
u
α G,X ⋊
u
α G),
X ⋊uα G is identical to the image of C(Ω) ⋊u G under the second map and
C ⋊uα G coincides with the image of C
∗(G) under the composition in (6.1).
But since C(Ω)⋊u G = C(Ω)⋊r G by amenability of the action of G on Ω
the first map in (6.1) factors through the reduced group algebra C∗r (G). We
therefore also have C⋊uα G
∼= C∗r (G) 6= C
∗(G) = C⋊u G.
In what follows we want to show that non-degenerate representations of
the full crossed product are in one-to-one relation to the non-degenerate
covariant representations of the system (A,X,G,α) as in
Definition 6.3. Suppose that α : G → Aut(A,X) is an action of G on
the C∗-operator system (A,X). A covariant representation of (A,X,G,α)
is a pair (π, u), where π : X → B(Hpi) is a ccp representation of (A,X) on
B(Hpi) and u : G → U(Hpi) is a strongly continuous unitary representation
of G such that
π(αg(x)) = Ugπ(x)U
∗
g ∀x ∈ X, g ∈ G.
Remark 6.4. Suppose that ρ : X → B(K) is any ccp representation of
(A,X) on B(K). Then we can construct a covariant representation Ind ρ =
(ρ˜, 1K ⊗ λ) on B(K ⊗ L
2(G)) by the usual formula(
ρ˜(x)ξ
)
(g) = ρ(αg−1(x))ξ(g) and (1⊗ λ)hξ(g) = ξ(h
−1g)
for ξ ∈ L2(G,K) ∼= K ⊗ L2(G), x ∈ X, and g, h ∈ G. Observe that if
ρ is completely isometric, then so is ρ˜. Hence there exist covariant repre-
sentations (π, u) of (A,X,G,α) in which the representation π is completely
isometric.
It is actually useful to extend the notion of a covariant representation to
allow representations into multiplier systems as in
Definition 6.5. Suppose that α : G→ Aut(A,X) is an action of G on the
C∗-operator system (A,X) and suppose that (B,Y ) is a C∗-operator sys-
tem. By a non-degenerate covariant homomorphism of (A,X,G,α) into the
multiplier system (M(B),M(Y )) of (B,Y ) we understand a pair of maps
(ϕ, u), where ϕ : X → M(Y ) is a non-degenerate generalized morphism
from (A,X) to (B,Y ) and u : G → UM(B) is a strictly continuous homo-
morphism such that
ϕ(αg(x)) = ugϕ(x)u
∗
g
for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G.
Remark 6.6. Note that if (B,Y ) is represented completely isometrically and
non-degenerately on a Hilbert space K, then a non-degenerate covariant ho-
momorphism of (A,X,G,α) into (M(B),M(Y )) turns into a non-degenerate
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covariant representation of (A,X,G,α) on K. But being a representation
into (M(B),M(Y )) requires some additional structure of how the image
interacts with (B,Y ).
Example 6.7. If α : G→ Aut(A,X) is an action of G on the C∗-operator
system (A,X) we can define a canonical non-degenerate covariant homo-
morphism (ΛX ,ΛG) of (A,X,G,α) into M(X⊗ˇK(L
2(G))) as follows: We
first define a non-degenerate representation ΛX : X → M(X ⊗ K(L
2(G)))
of (A,X) by the composition of maps
X
α˜
−→M(X⊗ˇC0(G))
idX ⊗M−→ M(X⊗ˇK(L2(G))),
where α˜ : X → Cb(G,X) ⊆ M(X⊗ˇC0(G)) sends the element x ∈ X to
the bounded continuous function g 7→ αg−1(x) and where M : C0(G) →
B(L2(G)) is the representation of C0(G) by multiplication operators. More-
over, we define ΛG : G → M(X⊗ˇK(L
2(G))) by ΛG(g) = 1 ⊗ λg, where
λ : G → U(L2(G)) is the regular representation of G. We leave it to the
reader to check that (ΛX ,ΛG) satisfies the covariance condition. We call
(ΛX ,ΛG) the regular representation of (A,X,G,α).
Note that this construction directly extends the construction of the regu-
lar representation (ΛB ,ΛG) of a C
∗-dynamical system (B,G, β) intoM(B⊗
K(L2(G))). In particular, the restriction (ΛX |A.ΛG) of (ΛX ,ΛG) to (A,G,α)
coincides with the regular representation of (A,G,α).
Note also that if ρ : X → B(K) is any ccp representation of (A,X), we
recover the representation Ind ρ = (ρ˜, 1⊗λ) of Remark 6.4 as the composition
(ρ⊗ idK(L2(G)) ◦ (ΛX ,ΛG).
Proposition 6.8. For each non-degenerate covariant representation (ϕ, u)
of (A,X,G,α) into (M(B),M(Y )) there exists a unique generalized homo-
morphism ϕ⋊u : X⋊uαG→M(Y ) from (A⋊
u
αG,X⋊
u
αG) to (M(B),M(Y ))
given on f ∈ Cc(G,X) by
ϕ⋊ u(f) =
∫
G
ϕ(f(g))ug dg.
Proof. Let (ϕ, u) be given and let (B,Y ) be represented completely iso-
metrically on a Hilbert space K. By Lemma 4.3 there exists a unique ∗-
representation ϕ˜ : C∗u(A,X)→ C
∗(ϕ(X)) ⊆ B(K) which extends ϕ. Apply-
ing this fact to the representations ϕ ◦αg = Adug ◦ϕ shows that (ϕ˜, u) is a
covariant representation of the C∗-dynamical system (C∗u(A,X), G, α
u) into
B(K). It therefore integrates to a ∗-representation ϕ˜ ⋊ u : C∗u(A,X) ⋊αu,u
G → B(K) given on f ∈ Cc(G,C
∗
u(A,X)) by the integral formula in the
lemma. The restriction of ϕ˜ ⋊ u to X ⋊uα G is then the desired represen-
tation ϕ ⋊ u. To see that it maps into M(Y ), we only need to check that
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ϕ ⋊ u(f)
)
b, b
(
ϕ ⋊ u(f)
)
∈ Y for all b ∈ B and f ∈ Cc(G,X). But the
integration formula gives
(6.2)
(
ϕ⋊ u(f)
)
b =
∫
G
f(g)ugb dg
Since ug ∈ M(B), we have ugb ∈ B and hence f(g)ugb ∈ Y for all g ∈ G.
Thus the integral (6.2) gives an element in Y . A similar argument shows
that to b
(
ϕ⋊ u(f)
)
∈ Y . 
Lemma 6.9. Suppose that α : G → Aut(A,X) is an action. Then there is
a canonical covariant morphism
(iX , iG) : (A,X,G,α) →
(
M(A⋊uα G),M(X ⋊
u
α G)
)
such that for each x ∈ X, f1 ∈ Cc(G,A), f2 ∈ Cc(G,X) and g, h ∈ G, we
have
(iX(x)f1)(g) = xf1(g) (f1iX(x))(g) = f1(g)αg(x)
and
(iG(h)f2)(g) = αh(f2(h
−1g)) (f2iG(h))(g) = f2(gh
−1)∆(h−1).
Moreover, the integrated form iX⋊iG : X⋊
u
αG→M(X⋊
u
αG) is the identity
map on X ⋊uα G.
Proof. Suppose that C∗u(A,X) ⋊αu,u G is represented faithfully and nonde-
generately on a Hilbert-space Hu. Then the restriction to X ⋊
u
α G gives a
completely isometric representation of (A,X) ⋊uα G on Hu as well. By the
universal properties of the maximal crossed product C∗u(A,X)⋊αu ,uG there
exists a unique covariant homomorphism (iC∗u(A,X), iG) of (C
∗
u(A,X), G, α
u)
into M(C∗u(A,X)⋊αu,uG) ⊆ B(Hu) which is given for b ∈ C
∗
u(A,X), g, h ∈
G and f ∈ Cc(G,C
∗
u(A,X)) by the formulas
(iC∗u(A,X)(b)f)(g) = bf(g) (fiC∗u(A,X)(b))(g) = f(g)αg(b)
and
(iG(h)f)(g) = αh(f(h
−1g)) (fig(h))(g) = f(gh
−1)∆(h−1),
and such that the integrated form iC∗u(A,X) ⋊ iG coincides with the original
representation of the crossed product on Hu. Let iX = iC∗u(A,X) ◦ ju, where
ju : X → C
∗
u(A,X) denotes the embedding. Then for each f ∈ Cc(G,X)
the integral iX ⋊ iG(f) =
∫
G
iX(f(g))iG(g) dg coincides with the inclusion
of f ∈ Cc(G,X) →֒ X ⋊
u
α G ⊆ C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊αu,u G, and therefore extends to
the identity on X ⋊uα G.
Thus we only need to check that (iX , iG) is a non-degenerate covariant
morphism into
(
M(A ⋊uα G),M(X ⋊
u
α G)
)
. First, if f ∈ Cc(G,A) and
h ∈ G, then g 7→ (iG(h)f)(g) = αh(f(h
−1g)) lies in Cc(G,A) as well, hence
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iG(h)
(
iX ⋊ iG(f)
)
= iX ⋊ iG([g 7→ αh(f(h
−1g))]) ∈ A ⋊uα G, which shows
that iG takes its values inM(A⋊
u
αG). Moreover, if f ∈ Cc(G,A) and x ∈ X,
then [g 7→ (iX(x)f)(g) = xf(g)] ∈ Cc(G,X), and hence iX(x)(iX⋊ iG(f)) =
iX ⋊ iG([g 7→ xf(g)]) ∈ X ⋊
u
α G, which implies that iX(x) ∈ M(X ⋊
u
α G).
This completes the proof. 
We are now ready for the converse of Proposition 6.8.
Proposition 6.10. Suppose that α : G → Aut(A,X) is an action. Then
for each non-degenerate generalized morphism Φ : X ⋊uα G → M(Y ) from
(A⋊uα G,X ⋊
u
α G) to (B,Y ) there exists a unique non-degenerate covariant
morphism (ϕ, u) of (A,X,G,α) to (M(B),M(Y )) such that Φ = ϕ⋊ u.
More precisely, if (iX , iG) is the covariant morphism of (A,X,G,α) into
(M(A⋊uαG),M(X⋊
u
αG)) as in Lemma 6.9 and if Φ¯ :M(X⋊
u
αG)→M(Y )
denotes the unique extension of Φ as in Lemma 3.11, then
ϕ = Φ¯ ◦ iX and u = Φ¯ ◦ iG.
Proof. It is straightforward to check on functions in Cc(G,X) that (ϕ, u) is
a covariant morphism of (A,X,G,α) into (M(B),M(Y )) such that
ϕ⋊ u = Φ¯ ◦ (iX ⋊ iG) = Φ¯ ◦ idX⋊uG = Φ.

Note that we may regard covariant morphism of (A,X,G,α) into M(B)
for any C∗-algebra B as the special case of covariant morphisms into the
multiplier system of the C∗-operator system (B,B). Similarly, we may re-
gard covariant representations on a Hilbert space H as the special case in
which B = K(H). Thus Proposition 6.8 will give us
Corollary 6.11. Suppose that (ϕ, u) is a covariant morphism of (A,X,G,α)
into M(D) (resp. covariant represention into B(K) for a Hilbert space K).
Then there exist an integrated form
ϕ⋊ u : X ⋊uα G→M(D) (resp. B(K))
given for f ∈ Cc(G,X) by ϕ⋊ u(f) =
∫
G
ϕ(f(g))ug dg.
Conversely, if Φ : X ⋊uα G →M(D) (resp. B(K)) is any non-degenerate
homomorphism (resp. representation) of (A⋊uαG,X⋊
u
αG), then there exists
a unique non-degenerate covariant homomorphism (resp. representation) of
(A,X,G,α) into M(D) (resp. B(K)) such that Φ = ϕ ⋊ u. Indeed, if
(iX , iG) are as in Lemma 6.9 and Φ¯ denotes the unique extension of Φ to
M(X ⋊u G), then
ϕ = Φ¯ ◦ iX and u = Φ¯ ◦ iG.
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Corollary 6.12. Let (A,X,G,α) be a G-C∗-operator system. Then
C∗u(A,X) ⋊α,u G = C
∗
u(A⋊
u
α G,X ⋊
u
α G).
Proof. Since C∗u(A,X) is generated byX, it is fairly straightforward to check
that C∗u(A,X)⋊αu,u G is generated by X ⋊
u
α G ⊆ C
∗
u(A,X)⋊αu,u G. So all
we need to show is that any isometric representation ψ : X ⋊uα G →֒ B(H)
of (A⋊uαG,X⋊
u
αG) extends to a ∗-homomorphism Ψ : C
∗
u(A,X)⋊αu,uG→
B(H). Passing to the closed subspace ϕ(X)H = ϕ(A)H if necessary, we
may assume without loss of generality that ϕ is non-degenerate. It follows
then from Corollary 6.11 that there exists a covariant representation (ϕ, u)
of (A,X,G,α) such that ψ = ϕ ⋊ u. Then, as in the proof of Proposition
6.8, we see that (ϕ, u) extends uniquely to a covariant representation (ϕ¯, u)
of (C∗u(A,X), G, α
u) such that ψ = ϕ⋊ u : X ⋊uα G→ B(H) coincides with
the restriction to X⋊uαG of the integrated form ϕ¯⋊u : C
∗
u(A,X)⋊αu ,uG→
B(H). This finishes the proof. 
7. Reduced crossed products
We now turn our attention to the construction of the reduced crossed
product (A ⋊rα G,X ⋊
r
α G) by an action α : G → Aut(A,X) of a group
on a C∗-operator system (A,X). Indeed, we define the reduced crossed
product via the regular representation (ΛA,ΛX) of (A,X,G,α) into M(A⊗
K(L2(G),X ⊗K(L2(G)) as constructed in Example 6.7:
Definition 7.1. Let α : G → Aut(A,X) be an action of G on the C∗-
operator system (A,X). Then we define the reduced crossed product as the
image
(A,X) ⋊rα G = (A⋊
r
α G,X ⋊
r
α G) :=
(
ΛA(A⋊
u
α G),ΛX (X ⋊
u
α G)
)
of the universal crossed product by the regular representation (ΛA,ΛX) in-
side
(
(M(A⊗K(L2(G)),M(X ⊗K(L2(G))
)
.
For the following proposition recall from Remark 6.4 the construction of
the representation Ind ρ := (ρ˜, 1K⊗λ) on B(K⊗L
2(G)) given by the formula(
ρ˜(x)ξ
)
(g) = ρ(αg−1(x))ξ(g) and (1⊗ λ)hξ(g) = ξ(h
−1g),
where ρ : X → B(K) is any given representation of (A,X) on some Hilbert
space K. We call Ind ρ the covariant representation of (A,X,G,α) induced
by ρ. As an easy consequence of our definition of reduced crossed product
and the discussion at the end of Example 6.7 we obtain
Proposition 7.2. Let α : G → Aut(A,X) be an action of G on the C∗-
operator system (A,X). Then for every non-degenerate representation ρ :
X → B(K) of (A,X) the integrated form ρ˜ ⋊ (1 ⊗ λ) : X ⋊uα G → B(K ⊗
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L2(G)) of the induced representation Ind ρ = (ρ˜, 1⊗ λ) (which we shall also
simply denote by Ind ρ) factors through the reduced crossed product X ⋊rα G
to give a representation of (A,X)⋊rα G into B(K ⊗ L
2(G)). Moreover, if ρ
is completely isometric, then so is Ind ρ.
Proof. By the discussion at the end of Example 6.7 we have the identity.
Ind ρ = (ρ ⊗ idK(L2(G))) ◦ (ΛA,ΛX) as a representation from (A,X) ⋊
u
α G
to B(K ⊗ L2(G)). Therefore Ind ρ clearly factors through (A,X) ⋊rα G =(
ΛA(A ⋊
u
α G),ΛX (X ⋊
u
α G)
)
. If ρ : X → B(K) is completely isometric, the
same holds for ρ⊗ idK(L2(G)) : (A⊗K(L
2(G)),X ⊗L2(G))→ B(K⊗L2(G))
and its extension to the multiplier system
(
M(A⊗K(L2(G)),M(X⊗L2(G))
)
(see Lemma 3.7). Therefore Ind ρ factors through a completely isometric
representation of (A,X) ⋊rα G into B(K ⊗ L
2(G)) as claimed. 
Remark 7.3. (a) It follows in particular from the above proposition that, up
to completely isomeric isomorphism, the reduced crossed product (A,X)⋊rα
G does not depend on the particular representation of (A,X) on a Hilbert
space H.
(b) Suppose that (C, j) is any C∗-hull of (A,X) such that a given action
α : G → Aut(A,X) extends to an action α : G → Aut(C). Let ρ : C →
B(K) be any faithful and non-degenerate representation on a Hilbert space
K. Then ρX := ρ ◦ j : X → B(K) is a non-degenerate completely isometric
representation of (A,X) into B(K). Then the regular representation Ind ρ :
C ⋊α,u G → B(K ⊗ L
2(G)) factors through a faithful representation of the
C∗-reduced crossed product C⋊α,rG whose composition with the canonical
inclusion of (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,X)) into C ⋊α,r G coincides the completely
isometric representation Ind ρX : (A,X) ⋊
r
α G → B(K ⊗ L
2(G)) on the
dense subsystem (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,X)). It follows that, up to a completely
isometric isomorphism, the reduced crossed product (A,X) ⋊rα G can be
identified with the closure of the pair (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,X)) inside C ⋊α,r G.
This observation applies in particular to the universal C∗-hull (C∗u(A,X), ju)
and the enveloping C∗-algebra (C∗env(A,X), jenv), where it easily follows
from the respective universal properties that every action on (A,X) extends
to actions on C∗u(A,X) and C
∗
env(A,X), respectively.
8. Crossed products by coactions
Recall (e.g. from [12, Appendix A]) that if G is a locally compact group,
there is a canonical comultiplication δG : C
∗(G) → M(C∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G)) on
C∗(G) which is given as the integrated form of the unitary representa-
tion g 7→ ug ⊗ ug ∈ UM(C
∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G)), where u : G → UM(C∗(G)) is
the canonical representation of G into UM(C∗(G)). A coaction of G on
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a C∗-algebra A is an injective non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism δ : A →
M(A⊗ˇC∗(G)) such that the following conditions hold:
(1) δ(A)(1⊗ˇC∗(G)) ⊆ A⊗ˇC∗(G).
(2) The following diagram of maps commutes
A
δ
−−−−→ M(A⊗ˇC∗(G))
δ
y yidA⊗δG
M(A⊗ˇC∗(G)) −−−−→
δ⊗idG
M(A⊗ˇC∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G))
where idG denotes the identity on C
∗(G). If, in addition, we have the identity
(1′) δ(A)(1⊗ˇC∗(G)) = A⊗ˇC∗(G)
then the coaction δ is called non-degenerate. Note that condition (1′) is
automatic if G is amenable or discrete (see [19, Proposition 6], [24, Lemma
3.8] and [2]).
We are now going to extend the definition of a coaction of C∗(G) to the
category of C∗-operator systems.
Definition 8.1. Let G be a locally compact group. A coaction of G on
the C∗-operator system (A,X) is an injective non-degenerate generalized
morphism
δX : (A,X)→
(
M(A⊗ˇC∗(G)),M(X⊗ˇC∗(G))
)
such that the following holds:
(1) The map δA := δX |A : A→M(A⊗ˇC
∗(G)) is a coaction of C∗(G) on
A.
(2) The following diagram of maps commutes
X
δX−−−−→ M(X⊗ˇC∗(G))
δX
y yidX ⊗δG
M(X⊗ˇC∗(G)) −−−−−→
δX⊗idG
M(X⊗ˇC∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G))
Remark 8.2. (a) Notice that condition (1) always implies that
δX(X)(1⊗ˇC
∗(G)) = δX(XA)(1⊗ˇC
∗(G)) = δX(X)
(
δX(A)(1⊗ˇC
∗(G))
)
⊆ δX(X)(A⊗ˇC
∗(G)) = X⊗ˇC∗(G),
where the last equation follows from the nondegeneracy of δX →M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)).
(b) Let 1G : C
∗(G) → C denote the integrated form of the trivial
representation of G. Then it follows from the definition of a coaction
δX : (A,X) →M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)) that (idX ⊗1G) ◦ δX is the identity on X. To
see this observe that it follows from (a), that for all z ∈ C∗(G) and x ∈ X
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we have (idX ⊗1G)(δX(x)(1 ⊗ z)) ∈ X. Choosing z such that 1G(z) = 1
then implies that (idX ⊗1G)(δX (x)) = (idX ⊗1G)(δX (x)(1⊗z)) ∈ X as well.
Now, using condition (2) and the relation (idG⊗1G) ◦ δG = idG we get
δX(x) = (idX ⊗ idG⊗1G) ◦ (idX ⊗δG) ◦ δX(x)
= (idX ⊗ idG⊗1G) ◦ (δX ⊗ idG) ◦ δX(x)
= (δX ⊗ 1G) ◦ δX(x) = δX
(
(idX ⊗1G)(δX (x))
)
,
which implies δX ◦ (idA⊗1G) ◦ δX = δX . Since δX is injective, this implies
that (idX ⊗1G) ◦ δX = idX . In particular, it follows that δX is completely
isometric.
Example 8.3. Suppose that α : G→ Aut(A,X) is an action of the locally
compact group G on the C∗-operator system (A,X). Then there is a dual
coaction
α̂ : (A⋊uα G,X ⋊
u
α G)→
(
M(A⋊uα G⊗ˇC
∗(G)),M(X ⋊uα G⊗ˇC
∗(G))
)
given by the integrated form of the generalized covariant homomorphism
(iX ⊗ 1, iG ⊗ u) of (A,X,G,α) into M(X ⋊
u
α G⊗ˇC
∗(G)), where (iX , iG) :
(X,G) → M(X ⋊uα G) denotes the canonical covariant homomorphism and
u : G→ UM(C∗(G)) the universal representation.
To see that this satisfies the conditions of Definition 8.1 we choose a
faithful and non-degenerate representation of C∗u(A,X) ⋊α,u G into some
B(H). This restricts to a faithful representation of (A⋊uα G,X ⋊
u
α G), into
B(H). Moreover, by choosing a faithful representation of C∗(G) onto some
Hilbert space K, say, we obtain a faithful and non-degenerate representation
of C∗u(A,X) ⋊αu,u G⊗ˇC
∗(G) on H ⊗ K, which restricts to a completely
isometric representation of X⊗ˇC∗(G)), and hence of M(X ⋊uα G⊗ˇC
∗(G)),
respectively (use Corollary 3.12). Now, there is a dual coaction
α̂u : C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊α,u G→M(C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊α,u G⊗ˇC
∗(G))
given as the integrated form of the covariant homomorphism (iC∗u(A,X) ⊗
1, iG⊗u) of (C
∗
u(A,X), G, α) into M(C
∗
u(A,X)⋊α,uG⊗ˇC
∗(G)). This repre-
sentation clearly restricts to the representation (iX ⊗ 1, iG ⊗ u) : (X,G) →
M(X ⋊uα G⊗ˇC
∗(G)) and the conditions in Definition 8.1 can then easily be
deduced from the properties of the coaction α̂u of C
∗(G) on C∗u(A,X)⋊α,uG.
Similarly, the dual coaction
α̂r : C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊α,r G→M(C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊α,r G⊗ˇC
∗(G))
restricts to a dual coaction
α̂r := (i
r
X ⊗ 1)⋊ (i
r
G ⊗ u) : X ⋊
r
α G→M(X ⋊
r
α G⊗ˇC
∗(G))
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of C∗(G) on the reduced crossed product (A,X)⋊rαG = (A⋊
r
αG,X ⋊
r
αG),
where (irX , i
r
G) denotes the canonical covariant homomorphism of (A,X,G,α)
into M(X ⋊rα G) (i.e., the regular representation).
We now want to relate coactions of C∗(G) on (A,X) with coactions
of C∗(G) on C∗u(A,X). In order to formulate the result, observe that(
C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G), ju⊗ idC∗(G)
)
is a C∗-hull of (A⊗ˇC∗(G),X⊗ˇC∗(G)) and
therefore we get a canonical completely isometric embedding
ju ⊗ idG :M(A⊗ˇC
∗(G),X⊗ˇC∗(G)) →֒M(C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)).
Proposition 8.4. Let (A,X) be a C∗-operator system. Then there is a one-
to-one correspondence between coactions δX of G on (A,X) and coactions
δu : C
∗
u(A,X)→M(C
∗
u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G))
of G on C∗u(A,X) which satisfy the conditions
(8.1) δu(A) ⊆M(A⊗ˇC
∗(G)) and δu(X) ⊆M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)),
where we regard A and X as subspaces of C∗u(A,X) via the inclusion map
ju. Given such coaction δu of G on C
∗
u(A,X), the corresponding coaction of
G on (A,X) is given by the restriction δX := δu|X .
Proof. Suppose first that δX : X → M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)) is a coaction of C∗(G)
on (A,X). It follows then from part (b) of Remark 8.2 and Lemma 4.10
that
(ju ⊗ idG) ◦ δX : X →M(C
∗
u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G))
is a completely isometric representation of (A,X) intoM(C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)).
By Proposition 4.6, it extends to a non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism
δu : C
∗
u(A,X)→M(C
∗
u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)).
Since C∗u(A,X) is generated by X and since
δu(x)(1 ⊗ z) = δX(x)(1⊗ z) ∈ X⊗ˇC
∗(G) ⊆ C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)
for all x ∈ X, it follows that
δu(C
∗
u(A,X))(1⊗ˇC
∗(G)) ⊆ C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G).
Using this, it follows that (idC∗u(A,X)⊗1G)◦δu maps C
∗
u(A,X) into C
∗
u(A,X).
Moreover, since (idC∗u(A,X)⊗1G) ◦ δu restricts to (idX ⊗1G) ◦ δX = idX on
X, it follows that (idC∗u(A,X)⊗1G) ◦ δu extends the identity on X and there-
fore must be equal to the identity on C∗u(A,X). Thus it follows that δu is
injective.
In order to check that
(8.2) (δu ⊗ idG) ◦ δu = (idC∗u(A,X)⊗δG) ◦ δu
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as maps from C∗u(A,X) into M(C
∗
u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G)) we simply ob-
serve that, via the canonical embedding of M(X⊗ˇC∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G)) into
M(C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G)), the left hand side restricts to (δX ⊗ idG)◦δX
and the right hand side restricts to (idX ⊗δG) ◦ δX . But by condition (ii) of
Definition 8.1, these restrictions to X coincide and then (8.2) follows from
the uniqueness assertion of Proposition 4.6.
Conversely, suppose that δ : C∗u(A,X) → M(C
∗
u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)) is a
coaction of G on C∗u(A,X) such that the equations (8.1) hold. We need
to check that δX := δ|X is a coaction of G on (A,X), where we realize
M(X⊗ˇC∗(G)) as a subspace of M(C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)) as explained above.
Since δ is injective, the same holds for δX and condition (ii) of Definition
8.1 clearly follows from the similar condition for δ. Thus, all we need to
show is that δ(A)(1⊗ˇC∗(G)) ⊆ A⊗ˇC∗(G). But since δ(A)(1⊗ˇC∗(G)) ⊆
C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G) we observe that
δ(A)(1⊗ˇC∗(G)) ⊆M(A⊗ˇC∗(G)) ∩ (C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)),
where the intersection is taken inside M(C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G)). But it follows
from Lemma 4.10 that this intersection equals A⊗ˇC∗(G) and the result
follows. 
Definition 8.5. A coaction δX : X → M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)) of G on (A,X) is
called non-degenerate if the corresponding coaction δu of G on C
∗
u(A,X) is
non-degenerate, i.e.,
δu(C
∗
u(A,X))(1⊗ˇC
∗(G)) = C∗u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G).
Remark 8.6. Of course it would be more satisfactory to define nondegeneracy
of a coaction of G on (A,X) via a condition like
δX(X)(1⊗ˇC
∗(G)) = X⊗ˇC∗(G).
However, we were not able to prove that this condition is equivalent to
nondegeneracy of δu, and it is the latter condition we shall need later when
dealing with Imai-Takai duality. Note that nondegeneracy of a coaction
on (A,X) is automatic for amenable or discrete G, since, as we remarked
before, this holds true for coactions on C∗-algebras. The same holds for all
dual coactions:
Lemma 8.7. Suppose that α : G → Aut(A,X) is an action of G on the
C∗-operator system (A,X). Then the dual coactions α̂ : X⋊uαG→M(X⋊
u
α
G⊗ˇC∗(G)) and α̂r : X ⋊
r
α G→M(X ⋊
r
α G⊗ˇC
∗(G)) are non-degenerate.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Corollary 6.12 together with the fact
that dual coactions on C∗-algebra crossed products are non-degenerate (e.g.,
see the discussion at the end of [12, Example A.26]). For the dual coaction on
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the reduced crossed (A,X)⋊rαG observe that the identity map on Cc(G,X)
induces surjective morphisms
C∗u(A,X) ⋊α,u G։ C
∗
u(A⋊
r
α G,X ⋊
r
α G)։ C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊α,r G,
where the first map exists by the universal property of C∗u(A⋊
u
αG,X⋊
u
αG)
∼=
C∗u(A,X)⋊α,u G together with the obvious morphism of (A⋊
u
α G,X ⋊
u
α G)
into C∗u(A ⋊
r
α G,X ⋊
r
α G). These maps are equivariant for the respective
dual coactions, where the one on C∗u(A⋊
r
α G,X ⋊
r
α G) is induced from the
dual coaction of C∗(G) on (A⋊rαG,X⋊
r
αG) via Proposition 8.4. But then it
is easy to see that nondegeneracy of the dual coaction α̂ on C∗u(A,X)⋊α,uG
implies nondegeneracy of the (dual) coaction on C∗u(A⋊
r
α G,X ⋊
r
α G). 
We are now going to study covariant representations for coactions on
C∗-operator systems (A,X), extending the well known theory for coactions
on C∗-algebras. In what follows let wG ∈ UM(C0(G)⊗ˇC
∗(G)) denote the
unitary given by the map [g 7→ ug] ∈ Cb(G,C
∗(G)) ⊆ M(C0(G)⊗ˇC
∗(G)).
Recall from [12, Definition A.32] the following definition
Definition 8.8. Let δ : D → M(D⊗ˇC∗(G)) be a coaction of G on the
C∗-algebra D and let B be a C∗-algebra. Then a covariant representation
of (D,G, δ) into M(B) is a pair (π, µ), where π : D → M(B), µ : C0(G) →
M(D) are non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism satisfying the covariance con-
dition
(π ⊗ idG) ◦ δ(d) = (µ ⊗ idG)(wG)(π(d) ⊗ 1)(µ ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗.
If B = K(H) for some Hilbert space H, then we say that (π, µ) is a covariant
representation on H.
If (π, µ) is a covariant representation of (D,G, δ) as above, then
π(D)µ(C0(G)) := span{π(d)µ(f) : d ∈ D, f ∈ C0(G)}
is a C∗-subalgebra of M(B) (see [12, Proposition A.36]). Moreover, it is
shown in [12, Proposition A.37] that the pair (ΛD,ΛĜ) :=
(
(idD⊗λ) ◦ δ, 1⊗
M) where M : C0(G)→ B(L
2(G)) =M(K(L2(G))) denotes the representa-
tion by multiplication operators, defines a covariant representation, called
regular representation, of (D,G, δ) into M(D ⊗ K(L2(G))). The crossed
product D⋊δ Ĝ of the co-system (D,G, δ) is then defined as the C
∗-algebra
D ⋊δ Ĝ := ΛD(D)ΛĜ(C0(G)) ⊆M(D ⊗K(L
2(G))).
We can then view (ΛD,ΛĜ) as a covariant representation into M(D ⋊δ Ĝ)
in a canonical way. It is then shown in [12, Theorem A.41] that the triple
(D ⋊δ Ĝ,ΛD,ΛĜ) satisfies the following universal property: If (π, µ) is any
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covariant representation of (D,G, δ) into M(B), then there exists a unique
∗-homomorphism π ⋊ µ : D ⋊δ Ĝ→M(B) such that
(8.3) (π ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛD = π and (π ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛĜ = µ.
Moreover, we get
π ⋊ µ(D ⋊δ Ĝ) = π(D)µ(C0(G)).
We are now going derive analogues of the above constructions and facts
for coactions of G on C∗-operator systems (A,X). We start with
Definition 8.9. Suppose that δX : X → M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)) is a coaction of
G on (A,X) and let (B,Y ) be a C∗-operator system. Then a covariant
morphism of (A,X,G, δX ) into M(B,Y ) = (M(B),M(Y )) consists of a
non-degenerate generalized morphism π : X → M(Y ) of (A,X) together
with a non-degenerate ∗-homomorphism µ : C0(G) → M(B) such that the
pair (π, µ) satisfies the covariance condition
(π ⊗ idG) ◦ δX(x) = (µ⊗ idG)(wG)(π(x) ⊗ 1)(µ ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗
for all x ∈ X. If (B,Y ) = (B,B) is a C∗-algebra, we say that (π, µ)
is a covariant representation of (A,X,G, δX ) into M(B). If, in addition,
B = K(H) for some Hilbert space H, we say that (π, µ) is a covariant
representation of (A,X,G, δX ) on H.
Remark 8.10. Observe that the restricted pair (πA, µ) with πA := π|A of
a covariant representation (π, µ) of (A,X,G, δX ) into M(B,Y ) is a non-
degenerate covariant homomorphism of (A,G, δA) into M(B).
Proposition 8.11. Suppose that (π, µ) is a covariant morphism of
(A,X,G, δX ) into M(B,Y ) for some C
∗-operator system (B,Y ). Then(
π(A)µ(C0(G)), π(X)µ(C0(G))
)
(closed spans!) is a C∗-operator subsystem
of M(B,Y ).
Proof. We first observe that it follows directly from the above discussion
that π(A)µ(C0(G)) is a non-degenerate C
∗-subalgebra of M(B). Note that
this implies in particular µ(C0(G)) acts as multipliers on this C
∗-algebra.
On the other hand, precisely the same arguments as used in the proof of [12,
Proposition A.36] show that π(X)µ(C0(G)) = µ(C0(G))π(X), from which
it follows that π(X)µ(C0(G)) is a selfadjoint subspace of M(Y ). So in order
to complete the proof, we only need to show that(
π(A)µ(C0(G))
)(
π(X)µ(C0(G))
)
= π(X)µ(C0(G))
=
(
π(X)µ(C0(G))
)(
π(A)µ(C0(G))
)
,
but this follows AX = X = XA and π(X)µ(C0(G)) = µ(C0(G))π(X). 
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Proposition 8.12. Let δX : X → M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)) be a coaction of G on
(A,X) and let B be a C∗-algebra. Let δu : C
∗
u(A,X)→M(C
∗
u(A,X)⊗ˇC
∗(G))
denote the corresponding coaction of G on the universal C∗-hull C∗u(A,X)
of (A,X) as in Proposition 8.4.
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the non-degenerate
covariant representations (π, µ) of (A,X,G, δX ) into M(B) and the non-
degenerate covariant representations of (C∗u(A,X), G, δu) into M(B), given
by sending a covariant pair (π, µ) of (A,X,G, δX ) to the covariant pair
(π¯, µ), where π¯ : C∗u(A,X) → M(B) denotes the unique ∗-homomorphism
which extends π.
Proof. Since (π⊗ idG)◦δX = (µ⊗ idG)(wG)(π(·)⊗1)(µ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗ as maps
from X into M(D⊗ˇC∗(G)), it follows that both of the ∗-homomorphisms
(π¯ ⊗ idG) ◦ δu and (µ ⊗ idG)(wG)(π(·) ⊗ 1)(µ ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗ from C∗u(A,X)
to M(B⊗ˇC∗(G)) extend the same non-degenerate generalized morphism
of (A,X), and therefore they coincide by Proposition 4.6. This shows
that any covariant representation of (A,X,G, δX ) has a unique extension
to (C∗u(A,X), G, δu). The converse direction follows by restriction. 
Lemma 8.13. Suppose that (A,X,G, δ) is a coaction of G on (A,X). Then
the pair (ΛX ,ΛĜ) := ((idX ⊗λ) ◦ δX , 1 ⊗M) defines a covariant represen-
tation of (A,X,G, δ) into M
(
A ⊗ K(L2(G)),X ⊗ K(L2(G))
)
which we call
the regular representation of (A,X,G, δ) into M(X⊗ˇC∗(G)).
Moreover, via the completely isometric embedding of (A,X) into C∗u(A,X)
and the corresponding completely isometric embedding of (A⊗K(L2(G)),X⊗
K(L2(G))) into C∗u(A,X)⊗K(L
2(G)), we may view (ΛX ,ΛĜ) as a covariant
representation into M(C∗u(A,X)⊗K(L
2(G))), which uniquely extends to the
regular representation (ΛC∗u(A,X),ΛĜ) of (C
∗
u(A,X), G, δu) in the sense of
Proposition 8.12.
Proof. For the first assertion we follow the proof of [12, Proposition A.37].
Using the identity
(λ⊗ idG) ◦ δG = Ad(M ⊗ idG)(wG) ◦ (λ⊗ 1),
which has been established in the proof of [12, Proposition A.37], we compute(
(idX ⊗λ) ◦ δX ⊗ idG
)
◦ δX(x) = (idX ⊗λ⊗ idG) ◦ (δX ⊗ idG) ◦ δX(x)
= (idX ⊗λ⊗ idG) ◦ (idX ⊗δG) ◦ δX(x)
= (idX ⊗(λ⊗ idG) ◦ δG) ◦ δX(x)
= (1⊗M ⊗ idG)(wG)
(
(idX ⊗λ)(δX(x)⊗ 1)(1 ⊗M ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗.
This proves the covariance condition for ((idX ⊗λ)◦δX , 1⊗M). The second
assertion is now obvious. 
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Definition 8.14. Suppose that δX : X → M(X⊗ˇC
∗(G)) is a coaction of
G on the C∗-operator system (A,X). Then we define the crossed product
(A,X) ⋊δX G as the C
∗-operator system
(A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ) :=
(
ΛX(A)ΛĜ(C0(G)),ΛX (X)ΛĜ(C0(G))
)
generated by the regular representation (ΛX ,ΛĜ) of (A,X,G, δX ) as in
Proposition 8.11.
Remark 8.15. Note that it follows directly from Lemma 8.13 and the above
definition that C∗u(A,X) ⋊δu Ĝ = ΛC∗u(A,X)(C
∗
u(A,X))ΛĜ(C0(G)) is a C
∗-
hull of (A⋊δA Ĝ,X⋊δX Ĝ). Indeed, we shall see below, that it the universal
C∗-hull of (A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ).
We now show that the above defined crossed product does enjoy a uni-
versal property for covariant representations:
Proposition 8.16. Suppose that (π, µ) is a covariant morphism of (A,X,G, δX )
into M(B,Y ) for some C∗-operator system (B,Y ). Then there is a unique
generalized morphism
π ⋊ µ : (A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ)→M(B,Y )
such that
(8.4) (π ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛX = π and (π ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛĜ = µ.
Conversely, if Φ : (A ⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ) → M(B,Y ) is any non-degenerate
generalized morphism, then there is a unique covariant morphism (π, µ) of
(A,X,G, δX ) such that Φ = π ⋊ µ.
Proof. As for the case of actions, we are going to use the correspondence
between covariant representations of (A,X,G, δX ) and covariant represen-
tations of (C∗u(A,X), G, δu) as established in Proposition 8.12. For this
we choose a non-degenerate completely isometric embedding of (B,Y ) into
B(H) for some Hilbert space H. Then, if we compose a covariant represen-
tation of (π, µ) of (A,X,G, δX ) into M(B,Y ) with this inclusion, we may
view (π, µ) as a representation into B(H) =M(K(H)). By Proposition 8.12,
this extends to a covariant representation, say (π¯, µ) of (C∗u(A,X), G, δu)
into B(H). By the universal property of the C∗-algebra crossed prod-
uct (C∗u(A,X) ⋊δu Ĝ,ΛC∗u(A,X),ΛĜ) there exists a unique ∗-homomorphism
π¯ ⋊ µ : C∗u(A,X) ⋊δu Ĝ→ B(H) such that
(π¯ ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛC∗u(G,A) = π¯ and (π¯ ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛĜ = µ.
Define π⋊µ as the restriction of π¯⋊µ to X⋊δX Ĝ ⊆ C
∗
u(A,X)⋊δu Ĝ. Then
the restriction restriction of (π¯ ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛC∗u(G,A) to X equals (π ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛX .
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Since π¯ extends π, we see that π ⋊ µ : (A ⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ) → B(H) is a
representation which satisfies (8.4).
We still need to check that π⋊µ can be viewed as a generalized morphism
into M(B,Y ). For this it suffices to check that π ⋊ µ(X ⋊δX Ĝ)B ⊆ Y and
π⋊µ(A⋊δA Ĝ)B = B. But if we apply π⋊µ on a typical element of the form
ΛX(x)ΛĜ(f) of X ⋊δX Ĝ with x ∈ X, f ∈ C0(G), it follows from equation
(8.4) that
π ⋊ µ
(
(ΛX(x)ΛĜ(f)
)
b = π(x)µ(f)b ∈ Y
since, by definition of a covariant representation into M(B,Y ), we have
µ(f) ∈ M(B) and π(x) ∈ M(Y ). Moreover, since π|A : A → M(B) and
µ : A→M(B) are supposed to be non-degenerate, we get
π ⋊ µ(A⋊δA Ĝ)B = (π(A)µ(C0(G)))B = π(A)(µ(C0(G))B) = π(A)B = B.
If, conversely, Φ : (A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ)→M(B,Y ) is any non-degenerate
generalized morphism, then we leave it as a straightforward exercise to check
that the pair (π, µ) with π := Φ ◦ ΛX , µ := Φ ◦ ΛĜ is a non-degenerate
covariant morphism such that Φ = π ⋊ µ. 
Corollary 8.17. Suppose that (A,X,G, δX ) is a coaction of G on (A,X).
Then
C∗u(A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ) = C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊δu Ĝ.
Proof. We already observed in Remark 8.15 that C∗u(A,X)⋊δu Ĝ is a C
∗-hull
of (A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ). So we only need to show that every representation
Φ : (A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ)→ B extends to a homomorphism Φ¯ : C
∗
u(A,X)⋊δu
Ĝ→ B. For this let us assume without loss of generality that B is generated
by the image Φ(X ⋊δX Ĝ). Then Φ is non-degenerate and there exists a
unique non-degenerate covariant representation (π, µ) of (A,X,G, δX ) such
that Φ = π ⋊ µ. By Proposition 8.12 (π, µ) extends uniquely to a covariant
homomorphism of (π¯, µ) of (C∗u(A,X), G, δu) into B. The arguments given
in the proof of Proposition 8.16 then show that π¯⋊µ is a ∗-homomorphism
from C∗u(A,X) ⋊δu Ĝ into B which restricts to π ⋊ µ on X. 
Remark 8.18. We should note that, different from the situation for crossed
products by actions, the definition of the crossed product (A⋊δA Ĝ,X⋊δX Ĝ)
does not depend on the crossed product by the universal C∗-hull C∗u(A,X).
This algebra is only used to reduce the proof of the universal properties
to the well known case of coaction crossed products by C∗-algebras. One
should observe that the definition of the crossed product for coactions is more
like the definition of the reduced crossed product in case of group actions.
The fact that this constructions already enjoys the universal property for
covariant morphisms comes from the fact that the locally compact quantum
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group C∗(G) is amenable for all G (or, in other words, every group G is
coamenable (e.g., see [3, 23] for a discussion of these notions). Hence we
only have one reasonable candidate for a coaction crossed product! For this
reason, it also follows that the algebra part A⋊δA G of (A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ)
is the (universal and reduced) crossed product of A with respect to the
coaction δA.
9. Duality
We now want to deduce versions of the Imai-Takai and Katayama duality
for crossed products by actions and coactions. By Example 8.3 we know that
the universal and reduced crossed products (A ⋊uα G,X ⋊
u
α G) and (A ⋊
r
α
G,X ⋊rαG) for an action α : G→ Aut(A,X) carry canonical dual coactions
α̂ and α̂r which are given as the integrated forms of the covariant morphisms
α̂ = (iX⊗1)⋊(iG⊗u) and α̂r = (i
r
X⊗1)⋊(i
r
G⊗u) intoM(X⋊
u
αG⊗ˇC
∗(G))
(resp. M(X ⊗rα G⊗ˇC
∗(G))), where (iX , iG) and (i
r
X , i
r
G) are the canonical
covariant morphisms from (A,X,G,α) into M(X ⋊uα G) and M(X ⋊
r
α G),
respectively. Note that it follows directly from the constructions in Example
8.3, that these coactions extend to the dual coaction on C∗u(A,X)⋊α,uG =
C∗u(A⋊
u
α G,X ⋊
u
α G) and C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊αu,r G, respectively.
In a similar way, we have
Proposition 9.1. Suppose that (A,X,G, δX ) is a coaction of G on (A,X).
Then there is a canonical dual action
δ̂ : G→ Aut(A⋊δA Ĝ,X ⋊δX Ĝ)
wich is given on a typical element ΛX(x)ΛĜ(f) by
δ̂g
(
ΛX(x)ΛĜ(f)
)
= ΛX(x)ΛĜ(σg(f)),
where σ : G→ Aut(C0(G)) denotes the right translation action, i.e., σg(f)(s) =
f(sg) for all g, s ∈ G, f ∈ C0(G).
Proof. For any covariant representation (π, µ) of (A,X,G, δX ) the pair
(π, µ ◦ σg) is a covariant representation as well. Indeed, for all x ∈ X
we have
(µ◦σg ⊗ idG)(wG)(x⊗ 1)(µ ◦ σg ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗
= (µ ⊗ idG)(wG)(1 ⊗ ug)(x⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ u
∗
g)(µ ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗
= (µ ⊗ idG)(wG)(x⊗ 1)(µ ⊗ idG)(wG)
∗
= π(x).
Applying this to the regular representation (ΛX ,ΛĜ) we get a covariant rep-
resentation (ΛX ,ΛĜ◦σg) of (A,X,G, δX ) intoM(X⋊δX Ĝ) whose integrated
form δ̂g maps ΛX(x)ΛĜ(f) to ΛX(x)ΛĜ(σg(f)). It is then clear that δ̂g−1
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inverts δ̂g and that g 7→ δ̂g is a homomorphism into Aut(X ⋊δX Ĝ). Since
the action σ : G → Aut(C0(G)) is strongly continuous, the same holds for
δ̂. 
We now formulate the analogue of the Imai-Takai duality theorem for
crossed products of C∗-operator systems by actions.
Theorem 9.2. Suppose that α : G→ Aut(A,X) is an action and let K :=
K(L2(G)). Then there are canonical isomorphisms(
A⋊uα G⋊α̂ Ĝ,X ⋊
u
α G⋊α̂u Ĝ
)
∼=
(
A⊗K,X ⊗K
)
and (
A⋊rα G⋊α̂r Ĝ,X ⋊
r
α G⋊α̂r Ĝ
)
∼=
(
A⊗K,X ⊗K
)
which transfer the double dual actions ̂̂α and (resp. α̂r) to the diagonal
action α ⊗ Ad ρ, respectively, where ρ : G → U(L2(G)) denotes the right
regular representation of G.
Proof. Both assertions can be deduced easily from the well known Takai-
Takesaki duality theorem for the corresponding action on the universal C∗-
hull C∗u(A,X). Indeed, it is shown in [31, Theorem 5.1] (in the even more
general situation of a dual coaction of a twisted action) that for any action
β : G→ Aut(B) the Imai-Takai isomorphism
Ψ : B ⋊β G⋊β̂ Ĝ
∼=
→ B ⊗K
is given by the integrated form (ΛB ⋊ΛG)⋊ΛĜ where ΛB⋊ΛG : B⋊βG→
M(B⊗K(L2(G))) is the regular representation of B⋊βG and ΛĜ = 1⊗M .
It is then clear that this factors through a homomorphism of B⋊β,rG⋊β̂ Ĝ,
which explains that both crossed products are the same.
Now, if we apply this to the system (C∗u(A,X), G, α) we obtain the iso-
morphism
(ΛC∗u(A,X) ⋊ ΛG)⋊ ΛĜ : C
∗
u(A,X) ⋊αu G⋊α̂u Ĝ
∼=
→ C∗u(A,X) ⊗K
which then clearly restricts to an isomorphism
(ΛX ⋊ ΛG)⋊ ΛĜ : X ⋊
u
α G⋊α̂ Ĝ
∼=
→ X ⊗K
and similarly for X⋊rαG⋊α̂r Ĝ. The statement on the double dual action
̂̂α
follows from the analoguous statement for the double dual action ̂̂α on the
double crossed product of C∗u(A,X). 
We now proceed to a discussion of Katayama duality, where we want to
study double crossed products
(A,X) ⋊δX Ĝ⋊δ̂X
G
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by dual actions of coactions. Note that here it will usually matter whether
we take the universal or the reduced crossed product (or any exotic crossed
product in between) on the outside, so we need to clarify this point. So let
us first recall the situation if we start with a coaction δ : B →M(B⊗ˇC∗(G))
of G on a C∗-algebra B.
It is shown by Nilsen in [27] that there exists a surjective ∗-homomorphisms
(9.1) ΦB : B ⋊δ Ĝ⋊δ̂,u G։ B ⊗K(L
2(G))
given by the integrated form
ΦB =
(
ΛB ⋊ ΛĜ
)
⋊ (1⊗ ρ)
of the covariant homomorphism (ΛB ⋊ ΛĜ, 1 ⊗ ρ) of (B ⋊δ Ĝ,G, δ̂) where
(ΛB ,ΛĜ) =
(
(idB ⊗λ)◦δ, 1⊗M
)
is the regular representation of (B,G, δ) into
M(B ⊗K(L2(G))). A coaction δ is called maximal, if Φ is an isomorphism,
and it is called normal, if Φ factors through an isomorphism B ⋊δ Ĝ ⋊δ̂,r
G ∼= B ⊗ K(L2(G)). In general, the isomorphism Φ will factor through an
isomorphism
B ⋊δ Ĝ⋊δ̂,µ G
∼= B ⊗K(L2(G))
of some exotic crossed product B⋊δ Ĝ⋊δ̂,µG which lies between the maximal
and the reduced crossed product in the sense that it is a C∗-completion of
Cc(G,B⋊δ Ĝ) such that the identity map on Cc(G,B⋊δ Ĝ) induces surjective
∗-homomorphisms
(9.2) B ⋊δ Ĝ⋊δ̂,u G։ B ⋊δ Ĝ⋊δ̂,µ G։ B ⋊δ Ĝ⋊δ̂,r G.
It has been shown by Quigg [29] that (B,G, δ) is normal if and only if
ΛB = (idB ⊗λ) ◦ δ : B → M(B ⊗ K(L
2(G))) is faithful. In general the
coaction δ determines a normal coaction δn (called the normalization of δ)
on the quotient Bn := B/(ker ΛB) such that the δ− δn equivariant quotient
map Ψn : B ։ Bn descents to an isomorphism of the dual systems
(B ⋊δ Ĝ,G, δ̂) ∼= (Bn ⋊δn Ĝ,G, δ̂n).
If (B, δ) = (A ⋊α G, α̂) is the dual coaction on the full crossed product by
an action α of G on a C∗-algebra A, then (B, δ) is maximal (see [11]) and
the normalization of (B, δ) is given by the pair (Bn, δn) = (A⋊r G, α̂r), the
dual coaction of the reduced crossed product.
We now want to extend this picture to crossed products by C∗-operator
systems. We start with the following obvious consequence to the above:
Theorem 9.3. Suppose that (A,X,G, δX ) is a coaction of the locally com-
pact group G on the C∗-operator system (A,X). Then there is a canonical
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surjective morphism
ΦX :
(
A⋊δA Ĝ⋊
u
δ̂A
G,X ⋊δX Ĝ⋊
u
δ̂X
G
)
։
(
A⊗K(L2(G)),X ⊗K(L2(G)
)
given by the integrated form
Φ =
(
ΛX ⋊ ΛĜ
)
⋊ (1⊗ ρ)
of the covariant homomorphism (ΛX ⋊ΛĜ, 1⊗ρ) of (X⋊δX Ĝ,G, δ̂X ) where
(ΛX ,ΛĜ) =
(
(idX ⊗λ)◦δX , 1⊗M
)
is the regular representation of (A,X,G, δX )
into M(X ⊗ K(L2(G))). Moreover, there is an exotic completion (A ⋊δA
Ĝ ⋊µ
δ̂A
G,X ⋊δX Ĝ ⋊
µ
δ̂X
G) of the pair (Cc(G,A ⋊δA Ĝ), (Cc(G,X ⋊δX Ĝ),
lying between the maximal and the reduced crossed products, such that ΦX
factors through a completely isometric isomorphism(
A⋊δA Ĝ⋊
µ
δ̂A
G,X ⋊δX Ĝ⋊
µ
δ̂X
G
)
∼=
(
A⊗K(L2(G)),X ⊗K(L2(G)
)
.
Proof. The result follows from the above cited results for coactions on C∗-
algebras applied to the coaction (B,G, δ) = (C∗u(A,X), G, δu) and the re-
striction of the corresponding ∗-homomorphism ΦB to A ⊆ X ⊆ X. 
Corollary 9.4. Suppose that G is an amenable locally compact group. Then
the morphism
ΦX :
(
A⋊δA Ĝ⋊
u
δ̂A
G,X ⋊δX Ĝ⋊
u
δ̂X
G
)
։
(
A⊗K(L2(G)),X ⊗K(L2(G)
)
of Theorem 9.3 is a completely isometric isomorphism.
10. C∗-operator bimodules
In this section we want to study C∗-operator systems which are related
to C∗-operator bimodules. This will later lead to an easy way to define
crossed products by group actions on C∗-operator bimodules. Since every
operator space can be regarded as a C∗-operator bimodule in a canonical
way, this will also give a construction of crossed products by group actions
on operator spaces.
Definition 10.1. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces. A concrete C∗-operator
bimodule (A,V,B) inside B(K,H) consists of a norm closed subset V ⊆
B(K,H) together with a C∗-subalgebra A ⊆ B(H) and a C∗-subalgebra
B ⊆ B(K) satisfying AV = V = V B, AH = H, and BK = K.
A representation of the C∗-operator bimodule (A,V,B) on a pair of Hilbert
spaces is (K ′,H ′) is a triple of maps ρ = (ρA, ρV , ρB) such that ρA : A →
B(H ′) and ρB : B → B(K
′) are ∗-homomorphisms and ρV : V → B(K
′,H ′)
is a completely bounded map such that
ρV (avb) = ρA(a)ρV (v)ρB(b) ∀a ∈ A, v ∈ V, b ∈ B.
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We say that ρ is non-degenerate if ρA and ρB are non-degenerate. We say
that ρ is completely contractive if ρV is completely contractive and ρ is called
completely isometric if ρA and ρB are faithful and ρV is completely isometric.
A morphism from the C∗-operator bimodule (A,V,B) to the C∗-operator
bimodule (C,W,D) inside B(K ′,H ′) is a representation ϕ = (ϕA, ϕV , ϕB) of
(A,V,B) to B(K ′,H ′) such that ϕA(A) ⊆ C,ϕV (V ) ⊆W , and ϕB(B) ⊆ D.
The invertible morphisms (or isomorphisms) are then precisely the surjective
completely isometric morphisms. We shall often identify isomorphic C∗-
operator systems.
Remark 10.2. (1) Every concrete operator spaceV ⊆ B(K,H) determines
the concrete C∗-operator system (C1H , V,C1K). If V
′ ⊆ B(K ′,H ′) is an-
other operator space and ϕV : V → V
′ is a completely bounded map, then
ϕ = (ϕC1H , ϕV , ϕC1K ) with ϕ1H (λ1H) = λ1H′ and ϕ1K (λ1K) = λ1K ′ is an
morphism from (C1H , V,C1K)→ (C1H′ , V
′,C1K ′). Hence V and V
′ are iso-
morphic as operator spaces if and only if (C1H , V,C1K) and (C1H′ , V
′,C1K ′)
are isomorphic as C∗-operator bimodules. In this way we may regard the
category of (concrete) C∗-operator bimodules as an extension of the cate-
gory of (concrete) operator spaces.
(2) If (A,V,B) is a triple of subsets of
(
B(H),B(K,H),B(K)
)
which satisfies
all requirements of a C∗-operator bimodule as in Definition 10.1 except the
non-degeneracy requirements AH = H and BK = K, let H ′ := AH ⊆ H
and K ′ = BK ⊆ K. Then, via restriction, we obtain a completely isomeric
and non-degenerate representation of (A,V,B) on B(K ′,H ′).
(3) If ρ = (ρA, ρV , ρB) is a completely bounded representation (or mor-
phism) of (A,V,B) with 0 < C := ‖ρV ‖cb, then
1
C
ρ := (ρA,
1
C
ρV , ρB) is a
completely contractive representation (resp. morphism). This easy observa-
tion shows that in most situations one may assume without loss of generality
that ρ is completely contractive.
The following proposition extends the well-known construction which as-
signs to each operator space V ⊆ B(K,H) the Paulsen-operator system
X(V ) :=
(
C1H V
V ∗ C1K
)
⊆ B(H⊕K). For this let (A,V,B) be a C∗-operator
bimodule in B(H,K). Let
X(A,V,B) :=
{(
a v
w∗ b
)
: a ∈ A, v,w ∈ V, b ∈ B
}
⊆ B(H ⊕K),
and let A⊕B be viewed as the set of diagonal operators
(
a 0
0 b
)
∈ B(H⊕K)
with a ∈ A, b ∈ B. Then it is easily checked that (A ⊕ B,X(A,V,B)) is a
C∗-operator system in B(H ⊕K) as defined in Definition 3.1.
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On the other hand, one easily checks that the set of operators
Op(A,V,B) :=
{(
a v
0 b
)
: a ∈ A, v ∈ V, b ∈ B
}
⊆ B(H ⊕K),
is a concrete operator algebra in B(H⊕K) such that each approximate unit
of A⊕B serves as an approximate unit of Op(A,V,B).
Definition 10.3. We call (A⊕B,X(A,V,B)) the Paulsen C∗-operator sys-
tem of (A,V,B) and we call Op(A,V,B) the Paulsen operator algebra of
(A,V,B).
Proposition 10.4. Let (A,V,B) be a C∗-operator bimodule. Then there is
a one-to-one correspondence between
(1) non-degenerate completely contractive representations of (A,V,B);
(2) non-degenerate completely positive contractive representations of the
C∗-operator system
(
A⊕B,X(A,V,B)
)
; and
(3) non-degenerate completely contractive operator algebra representa-
tions of Op(A,V,B).
Given a representation ρ = (ρA, ρV , ρB) : (A,V,B) → B(K,H) the corre-
sponding representation π of X(A,V,B) into B(H ⊕K) is given by
π
(( a v
w∗ b
))
=
(
ρA(a) ρV (v)
ρV (w)
∗ ρB(b)
)
a ∈ A, v,w ∈ V, b ∈ B.
and given a representation π : X(A,V,B) → B(L), the corresponding rep-
resentation of Op(A,V,B) is given by the restriction of π to Op(A,V,B) ⊆
X(A,V,B).
Proof. Let ρ = (ρA, ρV , ρB) be a completely contractive representation of
(A,V,B) into B(K ′,H ′). We may further assume without loss of generality
that A and B are unital – otherwise we replace A and B by their unitisations
A˜ = A + C1H and B˜ = B + C1K and ρA and ρB by their canonical unital
extensions to A˜ and B˜, respectively.
Suppose now that T :=
(
a v
w∗ b
)
∈ X(A,V,B) is positive. Then w = v
and a and b are positive elements in A and B, respectively. Let π be as in
the proposition. In order to see that π(T ) is positive, it suffices to show that
π(T + ε1) = π(T ) + ε1 is positive for all ε > 0. Writing aε := a + ε1 and
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bε := b+ ε1, we get
0 ≤

a− 12ε 0
0 b
− 1
2
ε

(aε v
v∗ bε
)a− 12ε 0
0 b
− 1
2
ε


=

 1 a− 12ε vb− 12ε
b
− 1
2
ε v∗a
− 1
2
ε 1

 ,
from which it follows that ‖a
− 1
2
ε vb
− 1
2
ε ‖ ≤ 1. Since ρV is completely contrac-
tive, we also have ‖ρV (a
− 1
2
ε vb
− 1
2
ε )‖ ≤ 1. It then follows that
π(T + ε1)
=

ρA(a 12ε ) 0
0 ρB(b
1
2
ε )



 1 ρV (a− 12ε vb− 12ε )
ρV (b
− 1
2
ε v∗a
− 1
2
ε ) 1



ρA(a 12ε ) 0
0 ρB(b
1
2
ε )


is positive as well. A similar computation performed an matrix algebras
over X(A,B, V ) then shows that π : X(A,V,B)→ B(H ⊕K) is completely
positive. Since π is unital, it is also completely contractive.
It is clear that every non-degenerate completely contractive representation
of X(A,B, V ) restricts to a nondenerate completely contractive operator
algebra representation of Op(A,V,B).
So let us finally assume that we have a non-degenerate completely con-
tractive operator algebra representation π : Op(A,V,B) → B(L) for some
Hilbert space L. Let us regard A,V and B as subspaces of Op(A,V,B) in
the canonical way. Then the restrictions πA, πV , πB of π to A,V and B are
completely contractive as well. Since πA : A→ B(L) and πB : B → B(L) are
contractive algebra homomorphisms, it follows from [4, Proposition A.5.8]
that they are ∗-homomorphisms. Writing H := πA(A)L and K = πB(B)L
we get L = H ⊕K and (πA, πV , πB) is a non-degenerate representation of
(A,V,B) into B(H,K) as in Definition 10.1. 
Remark 10.5. If we allow possibly degenerate representations of (A,V,B),
X(A,V,B) or Op(A,V,B) in the statement of Proposition 10.4 then we can
always pass to appropriate subspaces of the representation spaces to make
these representations non-degenerate. Then the one-to-one correspondence
will still hold modulo the possible addition of direct sums on which all op-
erators act trivially.
As a direct consequence of Proposition 10.4 we now get
Corollary 10.6. Suppose that (A,V,B) and (C,W,D) are C∗-operator bi-
modules. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between
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(1) completely contractive morphism ϕ : (A,V,B)→ (C,W,D),
(2) completely positiv contractive morphism φ : X(A,V,B)→ X(C,W,D)
preserving the corners, and
(3) complete contractive homomorphisms ψ : Op(A,V,B)→ Op(C,W,D)
preserving the corners.
If ϕ = (ϕA, ϕV , ϕB) is as morphism from (A,V,B) to (C,W,D) then the
corresponding morphism φ : X(A,V,B)→ X(C,W,D) is given by
φ
(( a v
w∗ b
))
=
(
ϕA(a) ϕV (v)
ϕV (w)
∗ ϕB(b)
)
a ∈ A, v,w ∈ V, b ∈ B,
and if φ : X(A,V,B) → X(C,W,D) is a morphism as in (2), then its re-
striction ψ to Op(A,V,B) is the corresponding morphism from Op(A,V,B)
to Op(C,W,D).
The correspondences are compatible with taking compositions of mor-
phisms.
Proof. It is clear that the constructions given above preserve all required
algebraic properties. The combination of Proposition 10.4 with Remark 10.5
shows that they also preserve the property of being completely contractive.

Remark 10.7. In what follows it is useful to consider representations of C∗-
operator bimodules into general C∗-algebras. By such a representation we
understand a triple ρ = (ρA, ρV , ρB) of (A,V,B) into a C
∗-algebra C satis-
fying
(1) ρA : A → C and ρB : B → C are ∗-homomorphisms such that
ρA(A)ρB(B) = {0},
(2) ρV : V → C is completely contractive and ρV (bva) = ρB(b)ρV (v)ρA(a)
for all a ∈ A, v ∈ V and b ∈ B.
Then we have a well-defined ∗-homomorphism ρA⊕ρB : A⊕B → C mapping
a⊕ b to ρA(a) + ρB(b) and we say that ρ is non-degenerate if ρA ⊕ ρB maps
approximate units of A ⊕ B to approximate units of C (this is equivalent
to the fact that ρA ⊕ ρB(A ⊕ B)C = C). In general we may always pass
to the subalgebra C ′ of C generated by ρA(A) ∪ ρV (V ) ∪ ρB(B) to obtain
a non-degenerate representation into this subalgebra. Then, representing C
(resp. C ′) faithfully and non-degenerately on a Hilbert space L, we may
regard ρ as a non-degenerate representation of (A,V,B) in B(K,H) with
H = ρA(A)L,K = ρB(B)L. This allows us to use the results of Proposition
10.4 also for representations into C∗-algebras.
Note that conversely any triple of subsets (A,V,B) of a C∗-algebra C
such that A and B are C∗-subalgebras of C, V is a closed subspace of C,
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AB = {0} and AV = V = V B determines the structure of a C∗-operator
bimodule on (A,V,B) via a faithful representation of C on Hilbert space.
Definition 10.8. Let (A,V,B) be a C∗-operator bimodule. If j = (jA, jV , jB)
is a completely isometric representation of (A,V,B) into a C∗-algebra C
such that C is generated by jA(A) ∪ jV (V ) ∪ jB(B) as a C
∗-algebra, then(
C, (jA, jV , jB)
)
is called a C∗-hull of (A,V,B).
A C∗-hull
(
C∗u(A,V,B), (iA, iV , iB)
)
is called universal if for any com-
pletely contractive representation ρ = (ρA, ρV , ρB) of (A,V,B) into some
C∗-algebra D there exists a ∗-homomorphism
ρC : C
∗
u(A,V,B)→ D such that ρA = ρC◦iA, ρV = ρC◦iV , and ρB = ρC◦iB .
On the other hand, we say that a C∗-hull
(
C∗e (A,V,B), (kA, kV , kB)
)
is en-
veloping if for any other C∗-hull
(
C, (jA, jV , jB)
)
there exists a ∗-homomor-
phism
kC : C → C
∗
e (A,V,B) such that kA = kC◦jA, kV = kC◦jV , and kB = kC◦jB .
(The ∗-homomorphisms ρC and kC are then uniquely determined by these
properties.)
As a consequence, if the universal and the enveloping C∗-hulls exist, then
for any C∗-hull
(
C, (jA, jV , jB)
)
of (A,V,B) we obtain unique surjective
∗-homomorphisms
C∗u(A,V,B)։ C ։ C
∗
e (A,V,B)
which commute with the embeddings of (A,V,B) into these C∗-algebras.
Moreover, it follows easily from the universal properties that the universal
and enveloping C∗-hulls are unique up to isomorphism which are compatible
with the embeddings of (A,V,B).
Proposition 10.9. For each C∗-operator bimodule (A,V,B) the universal
and enveloping C∗-hulls exist. To be more precise: let(
C∗u(X(A,V,B)), iX(A,V,B)
)
and
(
C∗e (X(A,V,B)), kX(A,V,B)
)
denote the universal and enveloping C∗-hulls of the C∗-operator system
X(A,V,B) and let (iA, iV , iB) and (kA, kV , kB) be the compositions of iX(A,V.B)
and kX(A,V,B) with the canonical inclusions of (A,V,B) into X(A,V,B).
Then(
C∗u(X(A,V,B)), (iA , iV , iB)
)
and
(
C∗e (X(A,V,B)), (kA, kV , kB)
)
are the universal and enveloping C∗-hulls of (A,V,B).
Alternatively, let(
C∗u(Op(A,V,B)), iOp(A,V,B)
)
and
(
C∗e (Op(A,V,B)), kOp(A,V,B)
)
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denote the universal and enveloping C∗-hulls of the operator algebra
Op(A,V,B) as in [4, Propositions 2.4.2 and 4.3.5] and let (iA, iV , iB) and
(kA, kV , kB) be the compositions of iOp(A,V.B) and kOp(A,V,B) with the canon-
ical inclusions of (A,V,B) into Op(A,V,B). Then(
C∗u(Op(A,V,B)), (iA, iV , iB)
)
and
(
C∗e (Op(A,V,B)), (kA, kV , kB)
)
are the universal and enveloping C∗-hulls of (A,V,B).
Proof. The proof is an easy consequence of the definitions of the universal
and enveloping C∗-hulls together Proposition 10.4 and Remark 10.7. So we
omit further details. 
We are now turning our attention to multipliers:
Definition 10.10. Let (A,V,B) be a C∗-operator bimodule which is non-
degenerately and completely isometrically represented on B(K,H). Then
the multiplier bimodule of (A,V,B) is the triple
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
in
which M(A) and M(B) are the multiplier algebras of the C∗-algebras A
and B, respectively, and where
M(V ) = {T ∈ B(K,H) : AT ∪ TB ⊆ V }.
Remark 10.11. One easily checks that
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
is again a C∗-
operator bimodule represented on B(K,H). If one of A or B is unital, we
clearly have M(V ) = V .
Notice that, similarly to the construction of the multiplier C∗-operator
system (M(A),M(X)) for a given C∗-operator system (A,X), the space
M(V ) heavily depends on the algebras A and B. We retain from using a
notation like AMB(V ) to keep things simple.
Recall (e.g., from [4]) that for any completely isometrically and faithfully
represented operator algebra A ⊆ B(L) the multiplier algebra M(A) can be
defined (up to completely isometric isomorphism) as
M(A) = {T ∈ B(L) : TA∪AT ⊆ A}.
Recall also the definition of the multiplier system of a C∗-operator system
as given in Lemma 3.7.
Proposition 10.12. Let
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
be the muliplier bimodule
of the C∗-operator bimodule (A,V,B) in B(K,H). Then(
M(A⊕B),M(X(A,V,B))
)
=
(
M(A)⊕M(B),X
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
))
is the multiplier system of the C∗-operator system
(
A⊕B,X(A,V,B)
)
and
Op
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
=M
(
Op(A,V,B)
)
.
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Proof. Recall from Lemma 3.7 that M(X(A,V,B)) is defined as the set of
all elements T ∈ B(H ⊕K) such that (A⊕B)T ∪ T (A⊕B) ⊆ X(A,V,B).
Writing
T =
(
T11 T12
T21 T22
)
∈
(
B(H) B(K,H)
B(H,K) B(K)
)
and computing diag(a, 0)T, Tdiag(a, 0),diag(0, b)T, Tdiag(0, b) ∈ X(A,V,B)
easily shows that T ∈
(
M(A) M(V )
M(V )∗ M(B)
)
= X
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
. Con-
versely one easily checks that X
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
⊆M(X(A,V,B)). A
similar argument also shows Op
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
= M
(
Op(A,V,B)
)
.

Definition 10.13. Let (A,V,B) and (C,W,D) be two C∗-operator bimod-
ules. A generalized morphism from (A,V,B) to (C,W,D) is a completely
contractive morphism ϕ : (A,V,B) → (M(C),M(W ),M(D)) such that
ϕA(A)C = C and ϕB(B)D = D.
Example 10.14. Every non-degenerate representation ρ of (A,V,B) to
some B(K,H) can be regarded as a generalized morphism from (A,V,B)
to the C∗-operator bimodule
(
M(K(H)),M(K(K,H)),M(K(K))
)
.
The following proposition is now a direct combination of Proposition 10.4,
Proposition 10.12 and Lemma 3.11, so we leave the details to the reader:
Proposition 10.15. Every generalized morphism
ϕ : (A,V,B)→ (M(C),M(W ),M(D))
from (A,V,B) to (C,W,D) extends uniquely to a morphism
ϕ˜ : (M(A),M(V ),M(B))→ (M(C),M(W ),M(D)).
If ϕ is completely isometric, then so is ϕ˜. In particular, every non-degenerate
(completely isometric) representation ρ of (A,V,B) into B(K,H) uniquely
extends to a (completely isometric) representation of
(
M(A),M(V ),M(B)
)
to B(K,H).
We close this section with the following analogue of Lemma 4.10:
Proposition 10.16. Let
(
C, (jA, jV , jB)
)
be a C∗-hull of (A,V,B). Then
the inclusions j = (jA, jV , jB) : (A,V,B) → C extend to a completely iso-
metric morphism
j¯ := (j¯M(A), j¯M(V ), j¯M(B)) : (M(A),M(V ),M(B))→M(C)
such that j¯M(A)(M(A)) ∩ C = jA(A) and j¯M(B)(M(B)) ∩ C = jB(B).
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Proof. Let jX(A,V,B) : X(A,V,B)→ C denote the corresponding completely
isometric representation of X(A,V,B) into C. Then
(
C, jX(A,V,B)
)
is a C∗-
hull of X(A,V,B) and by Lemma 4.10 there exists a unique extension(
j¯M(A⊕B), j¯M(X(A,V,B))
)
:
(
M(A⊕B),M(X(A,V,B)
)
→M(C)
such that (j¯M(A⊕B)(M(A)⊕B))∩C = A⊕B. The result now easily follows
from an application of Proposition 10.12. 
11. Crossed products by C∗-operator bimodules
Let (A,V,B) be a C∗-operator bimodule and let Aut(A,V,B) denote the
group of completely isometric isomorphisms of (A,V,B) to (A,V,B). A con-
tinuous action of G on (A,V,B) is a homomorphism α : G→ Aut(A,V,B)
with αg = (α
A
g , α
V
g , α
B
g ) such that all components g 7→ α
A
g (a), α
V
g (v), α
B
g (b)
are continuos for all a ∈ A, v ∈ V, b ∈ B. We then call
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
a
C∗-operator bimodule dynamical system.
A covariant morphism of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
to the C∗-operator bimodule
(C,W,D) is a quintuple (ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v) such that (ρA, ρV , ρB) is a mor-
phism from (A,V,B) into (C,W,D), u : G→ UM(C) and v : G→ UM(D)
are strictly continuous unitary representations of G such that (ρA, u) and
(ρB , v) satisfy the usual cavariance conditions for the actions α
A and αB ,
respectively, and such that for all v ∈ V and g in G we have
ρV (αg(v)) = ugρV (v)vg−1 .
A generalized covariant morphism of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
to (C,W,B) is a co-
variant morphism (ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v) into
(
M(C),M(W ),M(D)
)
such that
(ρA, ρV , ρB) : (A,V,B)→
(
M(C),M(W ),M(D)
)
is a generalized morphism
in the sense of Definition 10.13.
A covariant representation of (A,V,B) is a covariant morphism into(
B(H),B(K,H),B(K)
)
for some pair of Hilbert spaces (H,K).
If (ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v) is covariant morphism of (A,V,B) into (C,W,D), we
have integrated forms
(ρA ⋊ u, u⋉ ρV ⋊ v, ρB ⋊ v) :
(
Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,B)
)
→ (C,W,D)
in which ρA⋊u and ρB⋊v are the usual integrated forms of the covariant ho-
momorphisms (ρA, u) and (ρB , v) of the systems (A,G,α
A) and (B,G,αB),
respectively, and where u⋉ ρV ⋊ v : Cc(G,V )→W is given by
u⋉ ρV ⋊ v(f) =
∫
G
ρV (f(s))vs ds =
∫
G
usρV
(
αVs−1(f(s))
)
ds,
where the right equation follows from the covariance condition (this should
explain the notation v ⋉ ρV ⋊ u). We have the usual convolution products
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on Cc(G,A) and Cc(G,B) and obvious convolution formulas for pairings
Cc(G,A) × Cc(G,V )→ Cc(G,V ) and Cc(G,V )× Cc(G,B)→ Cc(G,V )
which are preserved by the integrated form (ρA ⋊ u, v ⋉ ρV ⋊ u, ρB ⋊ v) of
(ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v).
The following is a direct consequence of Corollary 10.6 and the universal
properties of the universal and the enveloping C∗-hulls of (A,V,B).
Proposition 11.1. Let (A,V,B) be a C∗-operator bimodule and let(
C∗u(A,V,B), (iA, iV , iB)
)
and
(
C∗e (A,V,B), (kA, kV , kB)
)
denote the uni-
versal and enveloping C∗-hulls of (A,V,B), respectively. Then there is a
canonical one-to-one correspondence between
(1) continuous actions α : G→ Aut(A,V,B),
(2) continuous actions αX : G → Aut
((
A ⊕ B,X(A,V,B)
))
which
preserve the corners,
(3) continuous operator algebra actions αOp : G → Aut
(
Op(A,V,B)
)
which preserves the corners,
(4) continuous actions αu : G → Aut(C∗u(A,V,B)) by automorphisms
which preserve the subspaces iA(A), iV (V ) and iB(B).
(5) continuous actions αe : G → Aut(C∗e (A,V,B)) by automorphisms
which preserve the subspaces kA(A), kV (V ) and kB(B).
Moreover, there are one-to-one correspondences between the covariant repre-
sentations (morphisms) (ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v) of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
and covariant
representations (morphisms) of the actions in (2), (3), and (4) above via
the known correspondence for representations (morphisms) of (A,V,B) and
X(A,V,B),Op(A,V,B) and C∗u(A,V,B) with unitary parts given by the di-
rect sum u⊕ v.
We now give the definition of the universal crossed product by an action
of a locally compact group G on a C∗-operator bimodule:
Definition 11.2. Let α : G→ Aut(A,V,B) be a strongly continuous action
of the locally compact group G. We define the universal crossed product
(A,V,B) ⋊uα G :=
(
A⋊uα G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G
)
of (A,V,B) byG as the respective closures of
(
Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,B)
)
inside C∗u(A,V,B) ⋊α,u G (here we identify A,V and B with iA(A), iV (V )
and iB(B) inside C
∗
u(A,V,B), respectively).
To see that (A,V,B)⋊uαG has a canonical structure of a C
∗-operator bi-
module, let (iC∗u(A,V,B), iG) denote the universal representation of the crossed
product C∗u(A,V,B)⋊α,uG an the Hilbert space Lu, i.e., the direct some of
all GNS representations associated to the states of C∗u(A,V,B)⋊α,uG. Then
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there exists a decomposition Lu = Hu⊕Ku such that iC∗u(A,V,B) restricts to
a representation of (A,V,B) on B(Ku,Hu) . It is then easy to check that
the covariant representation (iC∗u(A,V,B), iG) restricts to the covariant repre-
sentation (iA, iV , iB , i
A
G, i
B
G) of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
where iA, iV , iB denote the
restrictions of iC∗u(A,V,B) to A,V and B, respectively (viewed as operators in
the respective corners of B(Hu ⊕Ku)), and i
A
G := iG|Hu , i
B
G := iG|Ku .
The integrated form iC∗u(A,V,B) ⋊ iG restricts to the integrated forms
iA ⋊ i
A
G : Cc(G,A) → B(Hu), i
B
G ⋉ iV ⋊ i
A
G : Cc(G,V ) → B(Ku,Hu)
and iB ⋊ i
B
G : Cc(G,B) → B(Ku) and similarly for the respective com-
pletions. They therefore extend to a completely isometric representation of(
A⋊uαG,V ⋊
u
αG,B⋊
u
αG
)
as a concrete C∗-operator bimodule in B(Ku,Hu).
Moreover, it is easy to check that (iA, iV , iB , i
A
G, i
B
G) take their values in(
M(A⋊uαG),M(V ⋊
u
αG),M(B⋊
u
αG)
)
. Hence (iA, iV , iG, iB , i
A
G, i
B
G) is a gen-
eralized covariant morphism of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
into
(
M(A⋊uαG),M(V ⋊
u
α
G),M(B⋊uαG)
)
which integrates to the identity on
(
A⋊uαG,V ⋊
u
αG,B⋊
u
αG
)
.
We call (iA, iV , iG, iB , i
A
G, i
B
G) the universal morphism of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
.
The following proposition shows that (A,V,B)⋊uαG has the right universal
properties for covariant morphisms (representations) of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
.
Proposition 11.3. Let α : G → Aut(A,V,B) be a continuous action. For
every generalized covariant morphism (ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v) of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
into
(
M(C),M(W ),M(D)
)
the integrated form (ρA ⋊ u, u ⋉ ρV ⋊ v, ρB ⋊
v) from (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,D)) into (M(C),M(W ),M(D)) extends
uniquely to a morphism
(ρA⋊u, u⋉ρV⋊v, ρB⋊v) : (A⋊
u
αG,V⋊
u
αG,B⋊
u
αG)→ (M(C),M(W ),M(D)).
(which takes values in (C,W,D) if (ρA, ρV , ρB) does). If (ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v)
is non-degenerate, then so is (ρA ⋊ u, u⋉ ρV ⋊ v, ρB ⋊ v).
Conversely, for every generalized morphism (πA⋊uαG, πV ⋊uαG, πB⋊uαG) of
(A⋊uαG,V ⋊
u
αG,B⋊
u
αG) into (M(C),M(W ),M(D)) there is a unique gener-
alized covariant morphism (ρA, ρV ρB , u, v) of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
into(
M(C),M(W ),M(D)
)
such that
(πA⋊uαG, πV ⋊uαG, πB⋊uαG) = (ρA ⋊ u, u⋉ ρV ⋊ v, ρB ⋊ v)
given by the composition of (πA⋊uαG, πV ⋊uαG, πB⋊uαG) (extended to multipliers
as in Proposition 10.15) with the universal representation (iA, iV , iG, iB , i
A
G, i
B
G).
Proof. Starting with (ρA, ρV , ρB , u, v) we obtain a corresponding covariant
homomorphism (ρC∗u(A,V,B), u⊕v) of (C
∗
u(A,V,B), G, α
u) intoM(C∗u(C,W,D))
(use Propositions 10.16 and 11.1). By the universal property of the maximal
crossed product C∗u(A,V,B) ⋊α,u G we obtain the integrated form
ρC∗u(A,V,B) ⋊ u⊕ v : C
∗
u(A,V,B)⋊α,u G→M(C
∗
u(C,W,D))
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whose restriction to (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,B)) coincides with the inte-
grated form (ρA⋊u, u⋉ρV⋊v, ρB⋊v) with values in (M(C),M(W ),M(D)) ⊆
M(C∗u(C,W,D)). They therefore extend to (A ⋊
u
α G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G) as
desired.
For the converse we need to show that the integrated form of the covariant
morphism (ρA, ρV ρB, u, v) obtained by composing (πA⋊uαG, πV ⋊uαG, πB⋊uαG)
with (iA, iV , iG, iB , i
A
G, i
B
G) agrees with (πA⋊uαG, πV ⋊uαG, πB⋊uαG) on(
Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,B)
)
. But this follows from a straightforward
computation which we omit. 
Recall from Proposition 10.9 that for a C∗-operator bimodule (A,V,B)
we have the identities
C∗u(A,V,B)
∼= C∗u(Op(A,V,B))
∼= C∗u(X(A,V,B))
where the first isomorphism is given by the universal property of C∗u(A,V,B)
applied to the canonical (corner) inclusions of (A,V,B) into Op(A,V,B) ⊆
C∗u(Op(A,V,B)) and the second isomorphism is given by the universal prop-
erty of C∗u(Op(A,V,B)) applied to the canonical inclusion of Op(A,V,B)
into X(A,V,B). If α : G → Aut(A,V,B) is an action, then these isomor-
phism are G-equivariant, where C∗u(Op(A,V,B)) is equipped with the action
extending αOp and C∗u(X(A,V,B)) is equipped with the action extending
αX , where αOp and αX are as in Proposition 11.1.
In [20] Katsoulis and Ramsay defined the universal crossed product of
the operator algebra system (A, G, α) as the closure of Cc(G,A) inside
C∗u(A)⋊α,uG and in Definition 6.1 we defined the crossed productX⋊
u
αG for
an action α on a C∗-operator system X as the closure X ⋊uα G of Cc(G,X)
inside C∗u(X) ⋊α,u G (surpressing the C
∗-part of the C∗-operator system
in our notation). Thus, identifying (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,B)) with the
three non-zero corners of Cc(G,Op(A,V,B)) and the latter as a subspace
of Cc(G,X(A,V,B)) we see that these inclusions extend to completely iso-
metric inclusions
Op(A⋊uα G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G) = Op(A,V,B)⋊
u
α G
⊆ X(A,V,B)⋊uα G = X(A⋊
u
α G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G)
Together with Corollary 6.12 and Proposition 10.9 we obtain isomorphisms
C∗u(A,V,B) ⋊α,u G
∼= C∗u(Op(A,V,B))⋊α,u G
∼= C∗u(X(A,V,B)) ⋊α,u G
Corollary 6.12
∼= C∗u
(
X(A,V,B) ⋊uα G
)
∼= C∗u
(
X(A⋊uα G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G)
)
∼= C∗u
(
A⋊uα G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G
)
∼= C∗u
(
Op(A⋊uα G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G)
)
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In particular we see that the theories for universal crossed product by cor-
responding actions of G on (A,V,B), Op(A,V,B) and X(A,V,B) are com-
pletely equivalent!
We close this section with a brief discussion of the reduced crossed product
for an action α : G→ Aut(A,V,B). The easiest way to do this at this point
is to form the reduced crossed product
X(A,V,B) ⋊rα G ⊆M
(
X(A,V,B) ⊗K(L2(G))
)
as the image of the regular representation ΛX(A,V,B) : X(A,V,B) ⋊
u
α G →
M
(
X(A,V,B)⊗K(L2(G))
)
as in Definition 7.1 and define (A,V,B)⋊rαG =(
A ⋊rα G,V ⋊
r
α G,B ⋊
r
α G
)
via the images of the corners (A ⋊uα G,V ⋊
u
α
G,B ⋊uα G) inside X(A,V,B) ⋊
r
α G (which is the same as taking closures
of (Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,B)) inside X(A,V,B) ⋊
r
α G). We leave it as
an exercise to the reader to formulate this in terms of a regular covariant
representation of
(
(A,V,B), G, α
)
into
(
M(A⊗K),M(V ⊗K),M(B⊗K)
)
for
K = K(L2(G)) and where, as usual, “⊗” denotes the spacial tensor product.
It follows from our construction and part (b) of Remark 7.3 that
(
A ⋊rα
G,V ⋊rαG,B⋊
r
αG
)
is completely isometrically isomorphic to the closures of
(Cc(G,A), Cc(G,V ), Cc(G,B)) inside C ⋊αC ,r G for any C
∗-hull(
C, (jA, jV , jB)
)
of (A,V,B) (where we identify (A,V,B) with the triple
(jA(A), jV (V ), jB(B)) inside C) which carries an action α
C which is com-
patible with the given action on (A,V,B). In particular, we may take the
closures inside C∗u(A,V,B)⋊αu,rG or C
∗
e (A,V,B)⋊αe,rG. From this we get
Proposition 11.4. Let α : G→ Aut(A,V,B) be an action by an amenable
group G. Then
(A⋊uα G,V ⋊
u
α G,B ⋊
u
α G) =
(
A⋊rα G,V ⋊
r
α G,B ⋊
r
α G
)
via the regular representation.
Proof. This follows from the above discussion and the fact that
C∗u(A,V,B) ⋊αu,u G
∼= C∗u(A,V,B) ⋊αu,r G
if G is amenable. 
12. Coactions and duality
In this section we want to discuss the duality theorems for crossed prod-
ucts for C∗-operator bimodules. The theory is more or less a direct conse-
quence of the theory for C∗-operator systems vie the functor (A,V,B) 7→
X(A,V,B), so we’ll try to be brief. Note that if (A,V,B) is a C∗-operator
system represented completely isometrically on the pair of Hilbert spaces
(H,K) and if C is any C∗-algebra which is represented faithfully on a Hilbert
space L, then we can define the spatial tensor product (A⊗C, V ⊗C,B⊗C)
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as the closures of the canonical inclusions of the algebraic tensor products(
A⊙C, V ⊙C,B⊙C
)
inside
(
B(H ⊗L),B(K ⊗L,H ⊗L),B(K ⊗L)
)
. One
then checks that
X(A,V,B) ⊗ C = X(A ⊗ C, V ⊗ C,B ⊗ C)
(and, similarly Op(A,V,B) ⊗ C = Op(A ⊗ C, V ⊗ C,B ⊗ C)). In what
follows we often write (A,V,B) ⊗ C for the C∗-operator bimodule (A ⊗
C, V ⊗C,B⊗C) and we writeM
(
(A,V,B)⊗C
)
for the multiplier bimodule(
M(A⊗ C),M(V ⊗ C),M(B ⊗ C))
)
.
Definition 12.1. Let (A,V,B) be a C∗-operator bimodule. A coaction of
the locally compact group G on (A,V,B) is a generalized morphism
δ(A,V,B) = (δA, δV , δB) : (A,V,B)→M
(
(A,V,B)⊗ˇC∗(G)
)
such that the following hold:
(1) the maps δA : A → M(A⊗ˇC
∗(G)) and δB : B → M(B⊗ˇC
∗(G)) are
coactions of G on the C∗-algebras A and B, respectively.
(2) The following diagram of generalized morphism commutes:
(A,V,B)
δ(A,V,B)
−−−−−→ M
(
(A,V,B)⊗ˇC∗(G)
)
δ(A,V,B)
y yid(A,V,B)⊗δG
M
(
(A,V,B)⊗ˇC∗(G)
)
−−−−−−−−→
δ(A,V,B)⊗idG
M
(
(A,V,B)⊗ˇC∗(G)⊗ˇC∗(G)
)
Using the correspondence of generalized morphisms from (A,V,B) to
M
(
(A,V,B)⊗ˇC∗(G)
)
with generalized morphism from X(A,V,B) to
X(M(A,V,B)) of Corollary 10.6 and the isomorphism X(M(A,V,B)) ∼=
M(X(A,V,B)) of Proposition 10.12 we see that every coaction δ(A,V,B) of
G on (A,V,B) as in the definition above determines a coaction δX(A,V,B)
of G on X(A,V,B) and vice versa. We then call δ(A,V,B) non-degenerate iff
δX(A,V,B) is non-degenerate in the sense of Definition 8.5.
Example 12.2. Recall that for each action α : G → Aut(A,V,B) there
corresponds a unique action (which here we also denote by α) of G on
X(A,V,B) such that X(A,V,B) ⋊uα G = X
(
(A,V,B) ⋊uα G
)
(and sim-
ilarly for the reduced crossed products). Recall from Example 8.3 that
there exist canonical dual coactions α̂u and α̂r of G on X(A,V,B) ⋊
u
α
G and X(A,V,B) ⋊rα G, respectively. Identifying X(A,V,B) ⋊
u
α G with
X
(
(A,V,B) ⋊uα G
)
and using the correspondence between coactions on
(A,V,B) ⋊uα G and coactions on X
(
(A,V,B) ⋊uα G
)
(and similarly for the
reduced crossed products), we obtain dual coactions αu and α̂r on the full
and reduced crossed products of (A,V,B) by G, respectively. We leave it to
the reader to spell out direct formulas for these coactions.
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Definition 12.3. Let δ(A,V,B) be a coaction of G on the C
∗-operator bi-
module (A,V,B). Then a (generalized) covariant morphism of the co-
system
(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
into the muliplier bimodule M(C,W,D) =(
M(C),M(W ),M(B)
)
of a C∗-operator bimodule (C,W,D) consists of a
quintuple
(
ρA, ρV , ρB , µ, ν
)
such that
(1) ρ = (ρA, ρV , ρB) : (A,V,B) →
(
M(C),M(W ),M(B)
)
is a general-
ized morphism of (A,V,B);
(2) µ : C0(G) → M(C), ν : C0(G) → M(D) are non-degenerate ∗-
homomorphisms;
(3) (ρA, µ) and (ρB , ν) are covariant for (A,G, δA) and (B,G, δB), re-
spectively; and
(4) (ρV ⊗ idG) ◦ δV (v) =
(
µ ⊗ idG(wG)
)
(ρV (v) ⊗ 1)
(
ν ⊗ idG(wG)
)∗
for
all v ∈ V .
where wG ∈ C
b
st(G,M(C
∗(G)) ∼= M(C0(G)⊗ˇC
∗(G)) is the strictly continu-
ous function wG(g) = iG(g). A covariant representation of
(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
on the pair of Hilbert spaces (H,K) is a morphism into
(
B(H),B(K,H),B(K)
)
.
It is now an easy exercise to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between covariant morphism of (A,V,B) intoM(C, V,D) and covariant mor-
phisms of
(
X(A,V,B), G, δX(A,V,B)
)
into M(X(C, V,D)) given by assigning
to
(
ρA, ρV , ρB , µ, ν
)
the covariant pair
(
ρX(A,V,B), µ⊕ ν
)
with
ρX(A,V,B) =
(
ρA ρV
ρ∗V ρB
)
as in Corollary 10.6.
Moreover, using the identity C∗u(A,V,B)
∼= C∗u(X(A,V,B)) and Proposi-
tion 8.4, we deduce easily that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
coactions δ(A,V,B) of G on (A,V,B) and coactions δu of G on C
∗
u(A,V,B)
which satisfy the conditions
δu(A) ⊆M(A⊗ˇC
∗(G)), δu(V ) ⊆M(V ⊗ˇC
∗(G)), and δu(B) ⊆M(B⊗ˇC
∗(G)),
where we understand these inclusions with respect to the canonical inclu-
sions of (A,V,B) into C∗u(A,V,B) and of M((A,V,B)⊗ˇC
∗(G)) into
M(C∗u(A,V,B)⊗ˇC
∗(G)) which can be deduced from Lemma 4.10).
Example 12.4. The regular representation of the co-system(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
is the covariant morphism from
(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
into M
(
(A,V,B)⊗K(L2(G))
)
defined as the quintuple(
ΛA,ΛV ,ΛB ,Λ
A
Ĝ
,ΛB
Ĝ
)
=
(
(idA⊗λ) ◦ δA, (idA⊗λ) ◦ δA, (idA⊗λ) ◦ δA, 1A ⊗M, 1B ⊗M
)
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where λ = λG denotes the regular representation of G on L
2(G) and M :
C0(G) → B(L
2(G)) is the representation by multiplication operators. One
easily checks that this representation corresponds to the regular representa-
tion of the co-system
(
X(A,V,B), G, δX(A,V,B)
)
via the above described cor-
respondence. In particular, it is a covariant morphism of
(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
.
We are now ready to define the crossed products
Proposition 12.5. Let δ(A,V,B) be a coaction of G on the C
∗-operator bi-
module (A,V,B). We then define the crossed product
(A,V,B)⋊δ(A,V,B) Ĝ =
(
A⋊δA Ĝ, V ⋊δV Ĝ,B ⋊δB Ĝ
)
as
A⋊δAĜ := span{ΛA(A)Λ
A
Ĝ
(C0(G))}, B⋊δBĜ := span{ΛB(B)Λ
B
Ĝ
(C0(G))},
and V ⋊δV Ĝ = span{ΛV (V )Λ
A
Ĝ
(C0(G))} = span{Λ
B
Ĝ
(C0(G)ΛV (V )}
inside M
(
(A,V,B) ⊗K(L2(G))
)
.
Note that it follows directly from the definitions that (ΛA,Λ
A
Ĝ
) and (ΛB ,Λ
B
Ĝ
)
are the regular representations of (A,G, δA) and (B,G, δB), respectively.
We therefore see that the C∗-algebras A⋊δA Ĝ and B ⋊δB Ĝ coincide with
the crossed products of these C∗-co-systems as described in Section 8. Us-
ing the above described correspondence between covariant morphisms of(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
and covariant morphisms of
(
X(A,V,B), G, δX(A,V,B)
)
we now get from Proposition 8.16:
Theorem 12.6. The crossed product (A,V,B)⋊δ(A,V,B) Ĝ is a well defined
C∗-operator bimodule such that
X
(
(A,V,B) ⋊δ(A,V,B) Ĝ
)
= X(A,V,B) ⋊δX(A,V,B) Ĝ.
and
C∗u
(
(A,V,B)⋊δ(A,V,B) Ĝ
)
= C∗u(A,V,B)⋊δu Ĝ.
Moreover, the pair(
(A,V,B) ⋊δ(A,V,B) Ĝ,
(
ΛA,ΛV ,ΛB ,Λ
A
Ĝ
,ΛB
Ĝ
))
satisfies the following universal property for covariant morphisms:
If
(
ρA, ρV , ρB , µ, ν
)
is any covariant morphism of
(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
into M(C,W,D) then there exists a unique covariant morphism
(ρA ⋊ µ, µ ⋉ ρV ⋊ ν, ρB ⋊ ν) : (A,V,B) ⋊δ(A,V,B) Ĝ→M(C,W,D)
such that
ρA = (ρA ⋊ µ) ◦ ΛA, ρV = (µ ⋉ ρV ⋊ ν) ◦ ΛV , ρB = (ρB ⋊ ν) ◦ ΛB ,
µ = (ρA ⋊ µ) ◦ Λ
A
Ĝ
and ν = (ρB ⋊ ν) ◦ Λ
B
Ĝ
.
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Conversely, if Φ =
(
Φ
A⋊δAĜ
,Φ
V ⋊δV Ĝ
,Φ
B⋊δB Ĝ
)
is any generalized morphism
from (A,V,B) ⋊δ(A,V,B) Ĝ into M(C,W,D) then there exists a unique co-
variant morphism
(
ρA, ρV , ρB , µ, ν
)
of
(
(A,V,B), G, δ(A,V,B)
)
such that
Φ = (ρA ⋊ µ, µ⋉ ρV ⋊ ν, ρB ⋊ ν)
Remark 12.7. Let σ : G → Aut(C0(G)) denote action given by right trans-
lation. Then there is a dual action δ̂ : G → Aut
(
(A,V,B) ⋊δ Ĝ
)
such
that for each s ∈ G the automorphism δ̂s is given by the integrated form of
the covariant morphism
(
ΛA,ΛV ,ΛB ,Λ
A
Ĝ
◦ σ(s),ΛB
Ĝ
◦ σ(s)
))
. Of course, it
corresponds to the dual action on X(A,V,B) ⋊δX Ĝ.
We now come to the duality theorems. We start with the C∗-operator
bimodule version of the Imai-Takai duality theorem. Using the version of
the Imai-Takai theorem for actions on C∗-operator systems, Theorem 9.2,
we now get
Theorem 12.8. Let α : G → Aut(A,V,B) be an action. Then there exist
canonical dual coactions α̂u (resp. α̂r) of G on the universal and reduced
crossed products (A,V,B) ⋊uα G and (A,V,B) ⋊
r
α G, respectively, such that
(A,V,B)⋊uα G⋊α̂u Ĝ
∼= (A,V,B) ⊗K(L2(G))
and
(A,V,B) ⋊rα G⋊α̂r Ĝ
∼= (A,V,B) ⊗K(L2(G)),
and the isomorphism transforms the double dual actions ̂̂αu and ̂̂αr to the
action α⊗Ad ρ on (A,V,B)⊗K(L2(G)), where ρ : G→ U(L2(G)) denotes
the right regular representation of G.
Dually, as an application of Theorem 9.3 we get the following version of
Katayama’s duality for coactions on C∗-operator bimodules:
Theorem 12.9. Let δ = δ(A,V,B) be a coaction of G on the C
∗-operator
bimodule (A,V,B). Then there exist is a surjective morphism
Θ : (A,V,B) ⋊δ Ĝ⋊
u
δ̂
G։ (A,V,B) ⊗K(L2(G))
which factors through an isomorphism
(A,V,B)⋊δ Ĝ⋊
µ
δ̂
G ∼= (A,V,B)⊗K(L2(G)),
where (A,V,B)⋊δ Ĝ⋊
µ
δ̂
G is a completion of Cc
(
G, (A,V,B)⋊δ Ĝ
)
with re-
spect to a norm which lies between the universal and reduced crossed product
norms. If G is amenable, then Θ is an isomorphism.
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